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ABSTRACT

This thesls deals !üith conÈlnued fractfon methods, wíth emPhasis on

applications Èo bot.h contlnuous and discrete systems. It contaíns ne\,t

developments on the subject.

Realization of arbitrary digital transfer function, in one and Ër'ro

dímensíons, 1s consídered. Several ner¡r st.ructures and t.heir realizabil-

ity conditlons are discussed. The structures are canonic with respect

to both delays and rnultipliers. They can also be used in realizing ar-

bitrary transfer functions in the conLinuous s-domain.

An explicit, recurslve fornula for the elements of the first column of

Routh's array fs presented. Closed forms for Cauer-type and Stieltjes-

type expansion coefficfents are deríved and tabulated. These forms are

used efficlentl-y in lmplenentlng both continued fractlon expansion and

lnversÍon vla sinple algebraic equations. The use of these forms pro-

vides insight into the expanslon process.

The thesís also develops a generalized test for Hurwitz polynomials

in which nore information regarding the polynomial roots fs obtained.

Moreover, a fast Hurwitz test is proposed whereby the unwieldy opera-

tions of the conventf.onal test are rnitigated.

, The algorithnf-c character of contlnued fractions is used Ln develop-

ittg several efficlent stabtlity tests for discrete sysÈems. Continued

fractlons that proceed ln terms of the bilinear, the backward difference

or the forward dlfference transform are proposed. Furthermore, the ap-
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pJ_lcation of continued fractlons to bilfnear transformation of polynomi-

als ls introduced' '

Illustrative examples are províded throughout the thesis to demon-

6traÈe the validity of the proposed methods.
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Chapter I

IIÙTRODUCTION

This thesis deals wÍth new results on the continued fraction method

and its applÍcations to continuous and discrete systems.

The continued fraction expansion of a rational or irrational function

is one of the fundamental operations in the area of circuits and sys-

tems. since the pioneeríng h'ork of Routh tll and Hurwitz l2l in the

stabiltty analysfs of continuous systems, almost one hundred years ago¡

the utility of the conËinued fracÈion expansion has been expanding to

various aspects of analysis and design of both contlnuous (analog) and

discrete (sanpled-data or digital) systems. The history of analog net-

work synthesis by continued fractions goes back Èo the nfd L920's when

Cauer t3-7] showed that the drfving point impedance of a Passive ladder

network is given by a conÈlnued fraction ln which the impedance or ad-

nittance of each of the ladder branches apPears explicitly. Recently,

lt has been shov¡n that the passive ladder network can be transformed to

actÍve RC t8-9], switched-capacitor [10-11] or digital ladder networks

tl2-l4l by rhe direct slmulation of the elements of the passive proto-

type or by sfmulating fts voltage-current operations. In fact, the di-

rect application of continued fractions to discrete systems is fairly

recent as it started ln the early I97O's [15]. An interesting observa-

tion is the fact that unlike 1n the case of contlnuous systems r research

was first oriented to the synthesls problem rather than the stability

I
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arLaLyll:s problen. The application of conËinued fractlon expansion to

the latter is only slx years old [16]. The continued fractlon method

has also been applied to synthesis of system funcÈlons in more than one

varlable. It ls of interest to note that tangible invesÈigatfon was in-

itiated almost simultaneously for both continuous [17] and discrete [18]

systems.

The theory of continued fraction expansion is a well-developed branch

of maËhematlcs [19]. There has recently been a renewed interest in the

subject of continued fractions 120-221. This is due ln part to the ad-

vent of computers and the resultlng importance of the algorithmic char-

acter of contlnued fractlons [20-21]. It is also due Èo the close con-

nections between contlnued fractlons and the related toplcs of

orthogonal polynomials, Gauss quadrature, integral rePresentation of

continued fractions... etc. 1221. Accordlng to Jones and Thron 1221,

llynn in t\.ro statements attenpts to sharply delineate the role of contin-

ued fractíons. One of his statements is: t'The theory of continued frac-

tions has been preerninenÈly an avenue to new and unexPected results

il

One may recognize the operation of continued fraction expansion as

Euclid's algorithn [19, 231 for finding the greatest common divisor

(g.c.d.) of two integers. According to Knuth 124, po 2941, "Euclid's

algorithn, which fs found in Book 7, propositions I and 2 of his Ele-

ments (c.300 B.C.), and whlch rnany scholars conjecture was actually Eu-

clid's rendition of an algorithrn due to Eudoxus (c.375 B.C.)¡ .... is

the oldest nontrfvial algorlthn which has survived to the present day".

The algorlthm as presented by Euclid, computes the positive g.c.d. of
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two given positive integers. It is readily extended to polynomials |n

ens varíable, which of course may be regarded as generalized ntrmbers,

and further to pol-ynonials in any number of variables t23].

A functlon G nay be expressed by a continued fraction in the forn

llel
G br* a2

bzi
â3

be* A4

+
a

n
b

n
(1.1)

A sirnple termlnating contínued fraction expansion has each of the a.

equal to unity and the subscript n finite. In this case, the expansion

requfres that G be a rational function of two polynomials. Ho\.rever, a

function that 1s not rational, thaÈ is a function that possesses for in-

stance an inflnite number of poles, will have a nonterminating conLinued

fractLon representaËion. The brguantities may be numbers, polynomials

or rat,Íonal- functions. The nethod of finding a simple continued frac-

tÍon expanslon by (1.1) consists of the repetition of a tlro-step cycle

of reciprocation (inversion) and divÍsion for every cycle but the flrst.

The first cycle consists only of a divislon or is onitted completely

when the expansion is carried out on l/G rather Èhan G.

As pointed out, a rational functÍon may be expanded 1n a terminating

continued fractlon expansion. Conversely, a terminatlng continued frac-
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tlon expansion could be strnplified lnto a single fraction that ls a ra-

tional function of two polynomials. This oPeratlon is of considerable

practical interest l-n the areas of circuits and systems, both analysis

and deslgn 125-271. The operatfon fs knor^m in the literature as the

continued fraction inversion 128-291. The actual operation of the con-

tinued fractlon inverslon fnvolves many multiplícations and ís known to

be nore laborious and tedious [28] compared to expansion whlch involves

long dívlsions.

In modern system theory, Ëhe design of a system compríses tsro general

steps [30-32], 1.e., 1) approximation ar¡d, 2) realization. The approxi-

mation step is the process of generating a transfer function satisfylng

a set of deslred specifications, which may concern the arnplltude, phase,

and possibly the system tine-response. The realizaLj-oî step is the pro-

cess of converting the transfer functlon lnto a netl{ork. The contínued

fraction expansion and inversfon operatíons have successfully been ap-

plled to borh approximation [26, 33] and realization [15, 25]. The re-

sults are always encouraging and attractive. For instance, realization

by contlnued fractions yields canonfc [15] networks of ladder type whlch

achleve a high degree of rnodularity and suitability for large-scale in-

tegration [15].

The rnain objectíve of this thesis ls to introduce nehr results on the

conÈinued fractfon nethod and its applfcations to modern systems, both

contÍnuous and discrete.

The thesls consists of six chapters, includlng the introductíon'

In Chapter II, new canonlc ladder realizatlons of system transfer

functions 1n one and two varíables are presented. The realizations are
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based on applications of a nixture of the firsË and second Cauer contin-

,,ed ftaction forms. The resulting structures are shown to be. inplemen-

table (conputable [30] ) as dlgital filters as they avoid the presence of

deLay-f.tee loops. In the conÈinuous domaín, the new structures could be

reallzed on an analog comPuter'

Chapter III presents a novel approach for the continued fraction ex-

panslon and lnverslon. Cauer-type forms (first, second and mÍxed) and

StieLtjes-type forms are considered. First, a recursive formula for Èhe

el-enenÈs of the first column of RouÈh's array is derÍved. Closed fonns

for the continued fractlon expansion coefficienÈs (also ea1led partial

quoËienÈs t4]) in terms of the rational funcÈLon coefficients are then

presented and tabulated. The closed forms are considered as direct rep-

resentation of the divide-and-invert cycles in Euclid's algorlthn' by

sinple algebraic equations. The forms in question are used efficiently

and equally well in both .continued fraction expansion and inversion.

Moreover, they could be looked upon as closed forms for the elements of

two-element kind (nC, RL, LC) Cauer-type passive ladder networks, the

elements of lossy RLC ladder networks of the Stieltjes-type 134-371, or

the nultiplier elements of the ladder structures discussed in Chapter

II. Finally, the closed forns for Èhe expansion coefficients can be

used in deriving a neür set of necessary and sufficient condltions for a

rational functf.on to have a certafn continued fraction expansion.

New appltcations of continued fractlons to continuous systems are in-

troduced 1n Chapter IV. A generalized Èest for Hurwitz polynomials is

proposed in which further information regarding the nature of the roots t

such as locaÈion and nultiplÍcity, is obtained. The generaLtzed test is
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performed uslng the continued fraction meÈhod exclusívely. A sinple

aperiodicity test is described as a special case of the gènerallzed

test. Furthermore, a fast Hurwitz test ts presented in which the un-

wieldy operat,ions encountered ln the conventfonal Hurwitz test are con-

siderablY nitigated.

Chapter V discusses new appllcations with respect to discrete sys-

tems. A sfunplified sÈability test for discrete systems is presented.

The test is based on a ne\{ z-domain contínued fraction expanslon of the

discrete reactance function. The new test yields a simplified algorithm

for test.ing stabllity which compares favorably wfth Jury's commonly used

t38-39] tabular forn. AIso, new z-domaln conÈinued fraction expansíons

are suggested. Their applications in Lesting stabl1íty are discussed.

Furthermore, a nevt z-domain contÍnued fraction inversion is proposed.

Its application to bilinear transformation of polynomials is fntroduced.

Chapter VI conlalns some concluding remarks as well as suggestions

for future research work. i,fell-chosen lllustrative examples are includ-

ed throughout the thesis to demonstrate the validlty of proposed theory

and methods.



Chapter II

NEW CANONIC REALIZATIONS OF TRANSFER FIINCTIONS USING TIIE

CONTINUED FRACTION METHOD

2.L INTRODUCTION

In classical network theory, the procedures for realizing transfer

functlons reduce to the problern of rea!ízing an associated driving-point

functlon t4-6]. The continued fractíon nethod may then be applied to

the reafj-zat1.on of the driving point function. The resulting passive

network is most often that of a two-element kind or at most a special

type of RLC network that is realizable by an LC ladder network terminat-

ed in a resistance. Moreover, the network uses the minimr.rm possible

number of elements and requires no mutual inductance or ideal transform-

ers [4], besides being virtually insensitive to first-order perturba-

tíons of the elemenÈ values [8].

With the advent of solid-state integrated circuitsrthe lnterest of

transforming the passive ladder network into an active t8-91 digital

[ 12-14] ladder network has energed and has been shown to be possible ei-

ther by the direct simulation of the elements of the passlve prototyPe

[8, 12] or by sinulating its voltage-current interrelationshÍps IB'

l3-I41. Particularly, r^rith the rapld advances in dígital Íntegrated

circuit technology, Èhere has been an increasing interest in digiÈal

signal processing in recent years t301. As a consequence, various

schemes of realizing dtgital transfer funcÈions usÍng methods fn the

7
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discrete-donain exclusively have been investigated [15, 32, 40]. The

continued fraction method has been successfully used [15' 4l-45] result-

ing 1n structures that are canonic, with respect to both delays and mul-

ttpllers, and well-suited for inplenentaÈ1on using large-scale integra-

tlon. Essentially two approaches have been used. In the two-step

procedure 144-451, the transfer function denominator 1s realized in the

ladder form; and the transmisslon zeros are then obtained as a linear

combinatlon of internal variables in the ladder. This procedure 1s sin-

llar to that used in the conËfnuous domain for the synthesis of singly-

terminated reactíve two-ports t81. On the other hand, in the one-step

procedure the continued fraction expansíon is directly carried out on

the Ëransfer function realizing the functlon poles and zeros simultane-

ously [ 15, 4t-43] .

A broader knowledge of all possible netvrork realizations of a digital

transfer function may have' pracÈical as nrell as theoretical interests

I4Zl. Thls is due ln part to the practical constraints assoclated with

the physical írnplementaÈion t.hat usually cause the network performance

to deviate from the desired performance. In this respect, it has been

shoum t46] that the ladder reaLlzaÈions obtaíned by contlnued fractions

perform well in the presence of arithmetlcal roundoff errors. It is,

however, desirable to synthesize all possible realizations of a given

function so that a complete error analysls of each model can be made

[15].

In this .chapter, several new digital network structures based on the

approach of the one-step procedure are presented. Transfer functions in

one and two variables are considered. Some of the sÈructures reported
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in the l-iterature [15r 41-43], that have been obtained using the same

approach, are not irnplementable (cornputable) due to the presence of de-

Lay-free loops. The neÍl structures avoid thfs problem. They can also

. be used to teaLize arbitrary transfer functions in the continuous (ana-

1og) domain'

-First, sÈandard forms of continued fractions, and condit.ions for

theír existence, are revierved. The new structures are then introduced.

Illustratlve examples are included.

2.2 SIAI{DARD EXPANSION FORMS FOR TRANSFER FUNCTION REALIZATION

Consider the following real transfer funcÈion in the eomplex variable

x

nAXn *a n- I
+ *arx*aox

c(x) n- I (2.r)
n n- Ì *brx*bob x + b X +

n n- 1

where,

x = s in the continuous domain

x = z 1n the discreLe domaln

and, a, and b, (i = 0, Lr 2' .o., n) are real constants.

I^Iithout any loss of generality, the transfer functlon (2.1) wíll be

regarded as a dlgital transfer function G(z).

G(z) can be expanded into several continued fraction forms. There

are, however, three most important ones in engineering applications

1281.
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1. The Cauer First Forrn [15, 28]:

I
G(z) Ao4

1
B1z *

1Arf
1 (2.2)Bzz *

I
+

1

A
n

B z +
n

where the expanslon coefficients {Ar} and {Bi} are real con-

stants.

The above expansfon form ls tenned an "expanslon about infini-

tyt'. This fs because of the fact that each term of the continued

fraction fs obtalned by removing the asympÈotic value of the

function (or the remalnder function) at infiníty. For this €X-

pansion about lnfinity, the numerator and denominator polynomials

are wrltten in thelr usual form of descending poners of z' and

poles at lnfinity and constants are alternat.ely removed aL each

division cycle. The divislon Ín which the polynomials are wrít-

ten in descendfng porlers of z is usually referred to as "forward

division" [4 ] .

2. The Cauer Second Forn [15, 28]:

G(z) IAo*

Btz-t + 1

1

1

Ar*
-lBzz'+

1+ ---_, IB z.t1 "
nA n

(2.3)
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1l

shere the conetants {Af} and {Bf} are not the seme as' tho6e fn

(2.2).

This expanslon ls temed an ttexpansion about zerott. Here the

polynonlals are wrltten fn ascendlng powers of z, each dlvlslon

part of the cycle alternately renovlng poles at the orfgln and

constants fron the functlon. Thts dfvlslon fs referred to as

ttrever8e dlvl.sfonrr.

It ls well known t4-6] that, Cauer flrst and Cauer second forms

are ueed to synthesfze driving polnt functÍons of RC (RL) passive

ladder networks. Furthermore, the Cauer second form plays a sfg-

nfffcant role 1n control system analysfs [28].

The Stleltjes Fom [I5, 28, 34]:

Ic(z) Ao*
1B¡z*41 4 (2.4a)

1Bzz I A,z *

.,a.a.:' '

_1'Bz*A
nft

where agafn the constants {Ar}, {Bf} are not the sa¡oe as those fn

(2.2) and (2.3).

In thfs case, a pole at fnfinity and a constant are sf¡ûultane-

ously removed at each dfvlslon cycle but the ffret; AO vanlshes

when a_ E O. the perforned dlvlslon fs a ttfor¡¡ard divlsion".
n

Another Stieltjes expansÍon form [15] fs obtained by Perforning a

t'reveree dfvielontt as f ollows:
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c(z) Ao* 1

Btz-r * A¡ * 1

Bzz-t + Az * I
(2.4b)

1
I-'Bz-l+A

n n

The SÈie1Ëjes expansion form has the application to synthesis of

lossy LC Ladder netr.rorks [34-36].

2.2.L Continued Fractions on the Reciprocal of a Transfer Function

This genqsp¡ fs known, in the classical network theory, by the reci-

procation theorem for flnding the dual of a given ladder network [4].

The process ls merely carrying the continued fract.ion expansion on the

reciproeal of the rational function. For instance, the Cauer first form

performed on l/G(z) takes the following form:

c(z) 1 1

b
n +b n-i +... +þ12 *bsz z

1n n-I Ao*n +
n-l +...+a1z*asazn a z

1n-l B7z * (2. s)

Ar* 1

+ 1

s z+LnAn
where the constants {Ar} and {Br} are not the same as those in (2.2).
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2.2.2 Exlstence of a Certaln Contl'nued Fractlon Forrn

Necessaryandsufficientconditionsmustbesatisfiedforaratl-onal

function t'o have a certain continued fraction expansion [15, 19]. For

lnstance,todeterminetheexlstenceofCauerfirstformof(2.2),G(z)

is expressed bY

z +a z +aiz+ain- I î- 2
a

a

an-

n- +
+n

n
b

n- 2

+aiz+ai
(2 .6)

(2.7)

c(z) n +b' n- I
z z +

n- I

where the leadlng denominator coefficient has been normaltzed fot con-

venience onlY.

Fron the specifted G(z) as given by (2'6> ' the 2n x 2n matrix M is

formed as follows:

a2 al a0 00a a
n- I tr-z

I n-2

n-3

a

b'n-l

a

3

\

a

b

I

0

0

b b' bbbb 0

0

b

U

0

I

a

b

l

1

2

a

b

2

2
a

b

n-l n-2

M

1 0

Let us denote the ith principal ninor of M uy Dt. For the exlstence

of Cauer first form (2.2), Di I0 for L = I,2,3r"', r where r = 2n-1

if b0 = 0r otherwise, t = Zrt [19]. For the exlstence of Stleltjes form

(2.4a), tt is only necessary to insure that Èhe odd-numbered principal

minors are nonzero, i.ê.r D1 I 0 tor i = 1, 3, 5t "" 2n-l' Hence' the
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exlstence of Cauer first form irnplles the exist,ence of Stieltjes form

(2.4a). However, the converse is not true.

On the other hand, for the existence of Cauer second form or

Stieltjes form (2.4b) sirnilar conditions must be satisfied. One has to,

ffrst, write the polynomials of G(z) Ín ascending powers of z and then

rewrite the elements of M accordingly. The exlstence of Cauer second

form tmplies the exlstence of Stleltjes forn (2.4b) r¿hereas the converse

is not true.

An alternative set of necessary and sufficient condÍtlons have been

developed by Jury [47] via the rearrangement of the elements of M in in-

ner form. A new set of condíÈions are developed in Chapter III of this

thesis. The new set of conditlons determlnes the expansion coefficients

at the same time.

It is worth noting that the existence of Cauer first form (or

Stleltjes form (2.4a)) does.not necessarily irnply the existence of Cauer

second forrl (or Stieltjes forrn ( 2.4b)) as the following exanpl-e illus-

trates.

2.2.2.L Exanple 2.1

Consider the following Èransfer function

c(z) ,3+4r2*z*rm (2.8)

I ,a 1s well known, however, that ff G(z) ls interpreted as a drÍving
pofnt function (z=s), then the existence of Cauer flrst form ínplies
the exlstence of Cauer second form and visa-versa [4].



IÈ has been shown

úot exíst ' However,
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t14] Ehat the Cauer first form of this functíon does

Cauer second form exísts and ís gíven by

1
c(z) 1+

1
-0 2z 1+

1
-o.862I +

1

2

I.752Iz^L +
1

0.662L +

-7.552L2-r +
I

-o .662r

(2.e)

3 REAIIZATION OF A TRANSFER FUNCTION USING THE CONTINUED FRACTION

EXPAIISION

Some of the well-known applications of Cauer-type and Stieltjes-type

forms have been mentioned 1n the previous section. Recently [15,

4I-431, these forrns have been applied Eo synthesis of arbitrary transfer

functlons. Mirra and Sherwood [15, 41], Hwang l42l and Constantinldes

l43l have independently presented canonÍc realizations based on Cauer

and Stle]tJes expansion forms carried out on the transfer function G(z)

or Íts reciprocoal [41]. Their results are classlfied according to ]'li-

tra and sherwood [15, 41] and are summarized in Table 2.L. It has been

shown that in order to implernent a function G(z), one needs building

blocks that realize the following functions:

(i) For Cauer-tyPe forms:

Gi (z) 1 (2. 10)
A + T(z)

1 (2.11)GzG) Bz + T(z)

1Gsþ) gz-t + T(z)
(2. L2)
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Tabl-e 2,l-

Classifícation of Canonic ladder realizations of G(z)

Cauer
firsÈ

Stieltj es
form (2,4a)

ll::::;.
St ieltj es
form (2.4b)

Expansíon
carríed
out on
c(z) [1s]

Type IA Type IIA Type IB Type IIB

Expansion
carried
out on
Llc(z) [41]

Type IIIA Type IVA Type IIIB Type IVB
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(tt) ror Stiel-tjes-tYPe forms:

G,* ( z)
I

BZT A TTG' (2. 13)

Gs(z) 1
B;T+A+r(õ (2.74)

Building blocks that reallze (2.10) are needed 1f Stieltjes expansion

fs carried out on 1/ G(z).

îig. 2.1 shows reallzations of Gt(z) throu8h G,

buildÍng blocks 1s best illustrated by an example.

(z). The use of these

2.3.I Exanple 3.2

Consíder the transfer functlon given by (Z.g). Referring to Table

2.L, fype IB ladder reallzetlon is possible by expanding the function

into the Cauer second form given by (2.9). (2.9) is first written as

c(") ,t1rr-0.22-l+Ti(z) (2. L5a)

where

rr (z) 1

-0.8621 + rraõ ( 2. 1sb)
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

.a" 
.

(e) (f)

Fig. 2,L (a)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

and (b)
SecÈion
Section
Sect íon
Section

Sections realízing GI (z)
reaLizÍn9 G,
,"^!l"lg u^z

realazLrLg \; 
Lrealízing Gt

(z)
(z)
(z)
(z)

-T(z)

z

-T(z )

-lz

T (z)

z-l

T(z)
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The second terrn in (2.15a) ls realizable the way indicated in Flg'

z.L(d), 1n which the box I/t(z) fs represented by -0'862 +- Tr(z) of

(2.Lsb).Usingastep-by-stepprocedure,thecornpleterealizat'lonof

(2.Ð is obtained as shown in Fig. 2.2. It ls worth notlng that other

reaLlzatlons of G(z) are possible. For instance it has been shown [41]

thatt,heCauerfirstformexistsíftheexpansioniscarriedoutonthe

recíptocalofG(z)givenby(2.8).Hence,referringtoTable2.l'Type

III A rea!ízalilon is Possible '

It is worth noting that the canonic realization of Fig' 2'2 can be

adapted for use in realizing G( z) as a transfer function in the continu-

ous complex variable s. Thls can slnply be achieved by replaclng delays

(r-I) by integrators ("-1), adders by surnming anplifiers ,and multipli-

ers by anplifiers. In thís respect, lf is lmportant to Point out that

all the canonic realizations lndicated in Table 2.1 can be used in the

synthesis of continuous transfer functions. unfortunately, however,

some of these realizatlons, ví2. Type IIB and IVB' can not be used in

the synthesls of digital transfer functlons due to the presence of de-

lay-free loops. New realízations which avold thís problern will be pre-

senÈed next.

2.4 NET^I CÆ.IONIC REALIZATIONS OF ARBITRARY TRANSFER FUNCTIONS

2.4.1 Other Expansfon Forms for Transf er FunctLon Reallzation

The digltal transfer funcÈ1on is expressed as

n *a
n-l

z +... *a¡z*ag4 z
n n-l

bzn
n +

n-1
z

e(z)
bn-1 + ... * brz * bo

(2.16)
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X(z) Y(z)

G(z ) = Tl?,

Fig. 2.2 Realization of G(z) of (2;9) in the Type IB ladder form
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Assuming even n, c(z) can be expanded lnto one of the following

forns:

Case IA:

1
c(z) Ao*

I
A1 *B1z*

1
(2. ]-7)

Bzz-r * Ã2 *

1
I_--'Bz-l+A

n n

,here {Af} and {Br} are real constants. In this case an ls allowed to

be zero resulting in Ao = 0. The expansion (2'17), with A0 = 0, is knornm

in the literature by the Cauer third t48l or the rnixed Cauer fonn 126,

4gl. It has successfully been applied to control system design 126, 481

and system identlflcation [49]. In partlcular, in approxirnating a large

lfnear system, the reduced-order rnodel obtained by mixed Cauer form

gives a satísfactory approxímatlon for both Èhe transÍent and the stead-

y-state responses 1261. Equation (2.I7) ls a combination of the Cauer

first and second forms, carried out on G(z) and l/G(z)' respectively.

In other words, for Al = 82 = A3 = 84 ... = 0, (2.17) will be reduced to

(2.2) and for AO = Bl = A2= B3 ... = 0, (2.17) will assume Cauer second

f orrn of I / e(z) .

Case IB:

Ilere, the expansion is carrLed out on the reciprocal of G(z) as fol-

lows:
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G(z)
1

IAo*
1 (2. 18)A1 *B1z*

Bzz-t * A2 *

1a-'Bz-t+Ann

one can see that (2.18) is a conbination of the Cauer first

ond forms carried out on l/G(z) and G(z), respectively. For

A3 = 84 ... = 0¡ (Z.tg) will be ídentlcal with (2.5) and for

A2=83=...=O¡(2.18)¡.lillbeidenticalwith(2.3).

Case IIA:

and sec-

A uz
1

Ao =S, I

In this case, G(z) ls expanded in such a way that Èhe

cycle, in Euclid's algorithm, is a ttreverse divlsion'r'

t,akes the following forn:

first division

The expanslon

G(z) 1Ao*
-lBtz'*41 * I

1 (2.re)Az*Bzz*

1
f-'A *B znn

If aO = 0r then

identical with

fdentlcaL r¡ith

Case IIB:

AO =0. For ot =S, Ag =1,
4

ooo E 0, (2.19) will be

oo. 3 0 (2.19) will be(2.3 )

(2.5)

Aoand for
2

B I Az =$ 3



In thls caser the exPansion

thaE the ffrst divislon cYcle

takes the following forn
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Ls carried out on l/G(z) in such a way

is a ttreverse division". The-expansíon

I

1

1 (2.20)

Az*Bzz* I

I
f-,A *B Znn

c(z)

Ao*

Btz-r * Ar *

For A, =BZ= A, = 80... =

ond forn of t/c(z), and for

identical wlth (2.2).

will be identical with Cauer sec-

A2 B^
J

0 (2.20) will be

o , (2.20)

Ao=Br=

2.4.2 The Nesr Canonf.c Strûctures

In order to inplement any of the above four expansions ' one needs

building blocks that realize the two functions Grr and Ct(z) given by

(2.13) and (2.14), v]-z. the reallzation of Figs. 2.1(e) and (f)' respec-

tively. Also, one may need the reallzation of either Flg. 2.1(a) or

(b) to implenent Èhe flrst cyc.le of the expansion forns (2.18) and

(2.20) .

using a step-by-step procedure, the final realizatlons of C(z) as

given by (2.17) and (2.18) are obtained as shown in Flg. 2.3 and Fig.

2.4, respecÈlvely. The reallzation of e(z) as given by (2.19) ls ob-

tained, hrith A0 = 0, as shovm in Fig. 2.5. And finally, Flg. 2.6 shows

the realizatLon of G(z) as gfven by (2.20). The structures are lndlcated
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o
o

o
o

z-l

Fig. 2.3 Case IA ladder realization
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fot n even. If n is odd, the procedure holdsr except that the last

stage ln both Figs. 2.3 and 2.4 would enploy the section shown in Fig.

2.1(e) and the last stage in both Figs. 2.5 and 2.6 rvould adopt the sec-

tion shoum fn Ffg. 2.1(f). All the structures are canonlc with respect

to both delays (n delays) and nultlpliers (2 n + I nultipliers). One

can see that no de1-ay-free loops exist in each of the structures of Fig.

2.3r 2.4 and 2.5, hence they are lmplementable ln the discrete z-domaÍn.

In Ffg. 2.6, one nay notice the presence of a delay-free loop Èhrough

the ¡nultipliers I/AO and L/^L. Fig.2.6 makes use of Fig. 2.1(a) in

J.mplemenÈing the first cycLe of (Z.ZO). Using the alternative building

block of Fig. 2.1(b) will also result in a delay-free loop. The pres-

ence of a delay-free loop does not matter if the structure is t,o be used

in realizing a continuous transfer functÍon where the delays are re-

pl-aced by integraÈors, the adders by summing arnplifiers and the nulti-

pliers by anplifiers. However in order to ímplenent dlgital transfer

functions using (2.20), one must have either A0 = 0 (b0 = 0) or A, = 0

ín (2.20). For instance, if A0 = 0,(2.2O) is wrÍtten as

e(r) Btz-r * A1 * 1

Ãz*Bzz* 1 (2.21)

1
I-'A *B znn

whích ls slnply lnplemenËable as shovm in Fig. 2.7. 0n the other hand

lf Al = 0, two realizations are posslble as indícated in Figs. 2.8(a)

anð,2.8(b). In Fl-g. 2.8(a), the first cycle of the expansion Ís
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(a)
o
o

1

o
o

r

o
o
o

(b) o
o
o

Implementable Case IIB ladder realízationsobtained if Ar=0
(a) The first stage is implemenred according ro Fig. 2.I(a)
(b) The first srage ís implernenred according ro Fig. 2.1(b)

-l
z

-l
2

Fig. 2 .B
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inpl-emented according to Fíg.2.1(a) whereas in Ffg.2.8(b) ft is irnple-

mented according to Fig. 2.1(b). ;

An interesÈ1ng observation regardlng the new reallzatfons is the fact

that although the above expansions are combÍ.nations of Cauer first and

second forms, the result,lng structures are mixtures of types IIA (IV A)

and IIB (IV B) of Table 2.1 that are based on Stieltjes expansion forms.

Furthernore, Types IA, IB, IIIA and IIIB [15, 41] ladder realizatíons of

Table 2.1 are merely special cases of the new ladder strucÈures. For

lnstance, Type IA tl5] ladder realízation is obtainable as a special

case of Case IA ladder real-ízatton of Fig. 2.3 by letting A, = 82 = A3 =

t4 ... = 0.

Finally, an important concept 1n dígital network theory t50] 1s that

of network transposítfon [50-51]. The transposfÈion of a network is de-

fined as the operation of reversing the direction of all of the branches

ín the network. The resulting network is referred to as Èhe transpose

network. In this respect, as if to underscore the uniqueness of the au-

tonatic order reduction assocÍated with continued fractions, each of the

new structures fs virtually its ovrn transpose. In other words, if the

new realizations are redrawn with Èhe nultipliers of (-1) absorbed into

the other nultiplier values, then each new realizatlon will be self-ad-

joint [51 ] .

2.4.3 Realfzabillty Conditl.ons

As with continued fractlon and most other realf-zation methods there

are some degenerate cases when the realizations discussed here do not

Subsectlon 2.2.2, necessary and sufficientexist. As pointed out in
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conditions must be sattsfied for a rational function to have a certain

continued fraction expansion. To the best of the auÈhor's knowledge the

conditíons for the nixed-Cauer [26, 48'49] continued fractlon expansion

ate lJîavailable in the llterature. Ilowever, in a way analogous to the

two-paLr extractfon nethod2 Í52-55] where conditlons are established for

each iteration IS:¡, necessary and sufficienÈ conditions for the exis-

tence of nixed-Cauer forms can be established for each division cyc1e.

For instance, in the fÍrst divlsion cycle of each of the four expansions

(2.17 ) through (2.20) one needs for realizabílity that .r,/b' f aO/bO. ff

A^ = 0 1n (2.I9) one needs for realizability that ar, É 0 and bt - At at
U

I O in the first dÍvision cycIe. Similar conditions have to apply at

each division cYcle.

Intuitively, one may assume that if both Cauer first and second forns

a
existr for G( z) or I/G(z), the mixed Cauer form exfsts also for G(z) or

t/e(z), respectively. However, one can shovr that if G(z) (or its reci-

procal) is expandable into Cauer ftrst only or Cauer second on1y, the

mixed Cauer form nay or may not exist.

New sets of necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of

the nixed cauer forn are glven in chapter III of this thesis.

2 Recently [55], it has
based on Èhe two-palr
those of I 15] .

been polnted out thaÈ the ladder realizati-ons
extraction method are fn fact obtainable from

3 Ir, "l."sical 
network theory [7], if G(z), for z=s, is interpreted as a

driving-point function then the existence of one Cauer form implies
the existence of Èhe other two. In thls respect, it ls noted that
rsell known text books, written by dfstfnct authors t4-5] overlooked or
did not mention the Cauer-third forn.
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Generally, it may be noted that relatively strong relationships must

exlst between the transfer functlon coefficÍents ln order for-an expan-

sfon to be posslble. Thls sítuation lndicates thaÈ a useful design

technique night be to assume that a particular expansÍon forn ls desired

and Èhen to evaluate the coefficients of G(z) to meet other desÍgn cri-

tetla subject to the expansion constraints. In this resPect, the recent

results of Jones and Steinhard| 146] are encouraging. They have shown

that every digÍtal transfer function represented by a directed graph re-

alízatlon based on the continued fraction method is a stable function.

This would insure an implementation in the desired expansion forn with

the resultlng savings in the number of delays and nultipliers thaÈ must

be used.

2.4,4 Illustrative Examples

2.4.4.L Example 2.3

Consider the dÍgital transfer function

G(z)
L2ooz4 + 2oz3 + 27022 + 452 + L

6002a * 10023 * L2922 * Ljz (2.22)

This functfon has been considered ln [15]. It has been shown tl5l

that both Types IA and IIA realizations of Table 2.1 do not exist for

this funcÈlon. Types IB and IIB have been shovm to be posslble. Type

IIB ls not inplernentable due to the Presence of delay-free loops'

Hence, one is left with Type IB only as an implementable digital reali-

zation. In the followlng, however, it will be shown that two more in-
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pl-ementable reallzations for G(z) of. (2.22) are possible using the pro-

posed new ladder sÈructures. .

Case IA: Expand G(z) accordtng to (2.17):

I
c(z) 2+

15z*0.0*
13+0.22-r+

-52-ro.s43sl-ffi
(2.23)

Note the zero term in the second divislon cycle. It apPears because bO

= 0 in (2.22). The realization ís given in Fig. 2.9,

Case IIB: since b0 = 0, use the form (2.2I)

G(z) = O.Iz-t +2+ I

1
O.8264 * IOz *

I.9064z-1 +1. 9724+#

(2 .24)

which is inplementable according to Fig. 2.7. The multiplier constants

are (Br 41, L/82, -A2r 1/43, -83, l/84' - O¿) = (0.1' 2,0.1, -0.8264,

o.5o7o, -r.9064, -2.2489, 0.0928).

A common problen in the design is that of range of values for multl-

pliers [15]. The nlxed-Cauer-based structures may have relatively srnall

ranges of nultiplier values. The ratio of the largest to the smallest

nultiplfer constant for Case IIB is





Z.2489lo'0928 
or 24.2338. The sarne filter function has
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been realized Ín

29.98/-0.0120 or
tl5] using Type IB ladder' The ratio for Type IB is

24gSvhj:c:nismorethanl00timesashighasCaseÏIB.

2,4.4.2 ExanPle 2'4

Conslder the followlng digttal transfer function

c(z) z3+422*z*L
23+5zr+6:'+I (2.8)

This function has been considered in Exanple 2.1 where it has been

shonrn that Cauer first expansion does not exist whereas Cauer second

does, which has the realizaÈion of FLg. 2.2.

One may notlce that ar/b, = ao/bo = l. This roakes the existence of

any of the expansion forms,(2.L7) through (2.20) impossible as polnted

' out earlier. To see that, let us perforn the expansíon (2.17) of Case

IA

1
z3+sz2*62*r z3*422*z*L

z3+522*62*L -z
-r2 - 5, z3*522*62*L

"3 + 5r2

6z*I

Now, if one proceeds according to (2.17), a

-lremoved. However, one can remove a z - term

constant term as follows

constant term cannot be

followed by the desfred
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fhe realization of (2.25) ls shown 1n Fig. 2.10 which takes the forrn of

Case IA reallzation of Fig. 2.3 with a slight nodlficatlon, that fs a

deLay and a nultiplfer are added ln the feedback path of the second

stage to inplenent (-I/5). z-l of the second cycle of (2.25). The

values of the nultipller constants are (AO, 1/BI, -Al, LIAZ, -BZ, + I/5)

= (1, -1, 29/25,29/25, -125/29, + 1/5). The ratLo of the largest to

thesnaflest nultipller is 21.557. Referring to Table 2.1, one can show

that,, out of the realizations indicated in the first row, only Type IB

is possible. The expanslon is given by (2.9) from whlch one can see

that the ratlo of largest to smallest multiplier values ts 7.5521/0.2 or

37.7606. This ratio is approximately 1.75 times that of the nodified

Case IA l-adder realization. Another advantage of the new structuret

whlch is unexpected, over that of Type IB is the fact that it uses one

nultiplier less.

2.4.4.3 Example 2.5

In this example, it is shown that additional new structures may be gen-

erated by combfnlng the proposed sEructures with those of Table 2'1' In

so doing, and to avold the presence of delay free loops'one should avold

the following sltuations:

(l) Two consecutive divfsion cycles that belong to either Type IIB or

IVB of Table 2.1.

(rr¡ Two consecutive division cycles, whfle proceedlng in the expan-

sion, that are a constant followed by a cycle of Stleltjes form

(Z.aU) or vÍce-versa.

(iii) Situations similar to Type IIIB when ar, # 0 [41].

Now conslder the followlng dígital transfer function
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Fíg. 2.L0 Realízatíon of G(z) of (2.25) Ín the modifíed Case IA ladder

-lz

-lz

z-l
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c(z) 72022+2402+L2
720zs160ozz*722*I (2.26)

whÍch has been considered in [I5].

one may carry out the first two dívislon cycles according to Type IA

of Table 2.1 as follows

c(z) I
(2.27)

where

r (z) I20z + L0 (2.28)
36022 *602*L

T(z) is then expanded according to Case IA as follows

r(z) 1

3z * O.
0.55562-t + 6.666

(2.2e)

The flnal realizaÈion of G(z) ls shown in Fig. 2.II which has no delay-

free loops.



4I

Fig. 2.1I Realization of G(z) of. Exarnple 2.5

:.l i , i';

j ¡¡ ;;',' ¡,:l''
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2,5 NEÍ'I REALIZATIONS OF TI'IO-DIMENSIONAL TRANSFER FUNCTIONS

The digital transfer function of a two-dínensional (2-D) Þystem can

þe wriËten as a ratÍo of 2-D polynomials Ín the following manner [lB,

56-57 )

where

and

G(zt, zz)

A(z¡, z2)

B(zt, zz)

A(zt, zz)
B(zt, 

"z)

M
a
I

í=0

\
I

í=0

N
a

v

j=o
.J,

ízI4,.
r-J

(2.30)

(2.3Ia)

(2.3lb)
N¡
v

j=0
í

ZTijb
j
2z

The real-ization of (2.30) has the potentfal appllcatf-ons to the process-

lng of seismic records in geophysical industry, and the enhancement of

photographic data such as rrreaËher photos and medical x-rays t561.

Recent inplernentations [18, 58-59] have rnade use of the continued

fraction nethod. In t,his respect, the expansion forms used are the ex-

tensions of one-dimensional expansions [15, 4l-43]. For instance, the

one-dimensional ladder realizations of Table 2.1 have been extended by

Mitra et al. t18] to the 2-D case. Similarly, nevr 2-D ladder reaLíza-

tions can be obtained as extensfons of the one-dímensÍonal ladder struc-

tures presented earlier. For example, if one can expand the transfer

funcËion G(zI, z, ) as
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1
G(zt, zz) Cl*

Atzt * Cz *

Btrit * C3 * 1

Azzt*Cq+L

(2.32)

then, one can obtain a realízable structure as shovm ln Flg. 2.12 which

is the extension of Case IA ladder reallzation of Fig. 2.3. Another

structure can be obtained by sinply interchanging the roles of z, and z,

fn (2.32>. The expanslon (2.32) includes Types IA and IIIB of [18] as

specÍal cases.

The operatLons lnvolved in 2-D continued fractions are the usual di-

vfde-and-invert eycles of Euclid's algorithn, discussed earlier in the

one-dimensional case. In the 2-D case, however, the added dimension ma-

terially lncreases the stringency of the condltions for the exístence of

a certain continued fraction form. Generally, extension of continued

fractl-ons to 2-D functfons requlres careful ordering of the numeraLor

and denominator terms. For instance, in (2.32), in order to extract the

constant Èerm C, followed by a z. term one has to write the numeratorI'I
and denominator in decreaslng powers of zL as follows: (without nissing

terms):

1
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o
o

I

o
o

r

Fig. 2.I2 Case IA ladder reaLization in two dimensions
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m n-l
'r"z

m m-l n
zr 22

m-1 0 0n 0
Z1

n-l 00ztzzmn
" r'z

zrzz zr 22 Z, ZC z2

amrn-l
a a am-1r0

a a ao o

bo o

co o

Num. ^*r, fl:0 m-l,n 0 rfl 0,n-I

Den. brn' bmrn- I
bflr0

b b b b
m-I,n m-lr0 0rD 0,n-l

Rem. 0 0 0 m-lrn
c c c
m-1r0 0 rl 0 rD- I

The constant coefficient r C, ls gÍven bt "rrr/brr, ' As in the one-dimen-

sional case, the first term "r' in the remainder polynomial ís zero.

The next, n tentrs must also be zeto. If they are not, further steps in

the expansion will not be able to reduce the degree of resulting terms.

This would lndicate Èhat this expansion fai1s. The "I coefficient, Al'

in the expansion is Èhen given by brrr/cm-l rn. 
Again the first n*l terns

in the next remainder must be zeto for the expansion to continue. The

next trro coefficients C, and B' in the expansíon (2.32) are obtained by

reordering the remalnder polynomials as increasing powers of .2, ...

etc. Thus, as point.ed out in [18], the condítions for existence of a

certaln expansion form are established for each division cycle' The

following example illustrates the advanced oPerations'

2.5.L Exarnple 2.6

Consider the following 2-D

22

transfer function

48z z I I2z + I44z Z + 332 * 8Iz + l5 (2.33)G(2, , z2) * I2jztzz * 27zt * 27zz * 2482 z2 * I2z I

The above funct.ion has been considered elsewhere [18]. A realization

,Z) as Type IA. An alternative realíza-has been glven [f8] for G(z'
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tlon is possfble using a combinatlon of lyp"4 IIA I18l and Case IA of

îLg.2.12. One can expand G(zI, "Z) using the Stfeltjes form in the

fLtst two cycles then proceed using the nfxed Cauer form as follows:

IG(zt, zz) 1+
2zr+|+ 1 (2 .34)

-1222 -+ . 1
81 -l 9
4

in which the following operations are performed:

Sfnce G(2, zr) Ls written 1n decreasing powers of z* then one can

carry out the first two cYcles

I
48zlz2 + I2z! + I20z 722. . . 48zlz2 + I2zl * 144ztzz. . .

* I2Oztz2. . .48z21zz + L2zl

2zt *
24ztzz * 6zt -l54zz + 13 | 4Bz

4Bz

!22 + I2zl

lzz + L2z2y

* L20zrzz...
* 1082 rz2. . .

I2ztzzizt*27zzI2

4 Ia f" assumed here that z, ot z. delay elements cannot be implemented.
Ilence, Types II{ and IVA'òf [t8f can be implemented with no delay-free
loops'n"i"g z,-r and ,r-L d"L^ys adopted here. Type IIA will then bç

lndícated Uy Éfg. 10, fn [18], in which z, and zZ are replaced by zI
and, zrL, respectively"



Now, one has to reorder the dfvisor and dividend

decreasing pohTers of zrr remove a constant then proceed

cl-e whÍch is a mixed-Cauer:
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polynomials ln

to the next cy-

+ 1
2

24272215422*621*L3 I2z¡22 * 2722* z¡ * 2

l2ztzz * 27 z2 + 3zt +!
-1222-+

o
^J

- 
,4 - 

- -
La I 

L̂
242722*54zzt6z1*13
24ztzz * 54zz

6zt * 13

! zt+t3

2
g"

-9
81 -Iz1
4

2
g"t

o
^J
LL I ,

¿

q
-2"r, - î

00



Chapter III

NOVBL ÄPPROACffiS TO @NIINTIED N.ACTION EXPAìISION AI¡D NWERSION

3.1 INTRODUCTION

Expanding a rational function into a continued fraction and inverting

a continued fraction fnto a rational function are tÌro fundamentally

important operations in network analysls and synthesis, both analog and

dtgital, control systens and stability tests' etc. 14-6, 15,25r 28,

60]. The continued fraction expansion involves m¡ny divlsíons whereas

¡he Lnversion is related Èo many rnultiplicatl-ons. The actual execution

of these two operations is in general laborious and Ëedious, particular-

ly the conEínued fraction inversion t28]. Methods have been presented

by many authors 125, 28, 34, 48, 61-7f] in order to avoid or sinplify

the actual executlon of these drudgery operations. In this respect, one

of the uost popular meÈhods is Routh's algorithn [72].

Routh's algorlthn and continued fractions llere first associated by

Wall t191. Slnce then, Routhrs algorithn has been applied to network

theory problems in general t73-75] lncluding continued fraction exPan-

slon and inversion [28], [48], t7il. In the applicatlons of Routhrs

algorlthru the elements of Routhrs array which are actually used are

those of the first column 1,721.

In thls chapÈer, a slmple explictt. recursive formula for the elements

-48-
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of the first coluun of Routhrs array is presented. The.use of this

formula will elininate the need for constructing the whole artay l72l'

Using this formut., ctosed forrns for Cauer first and Cauer second exPan-

sion coeffícients, in terms of the ratíonal function coefficients' are

derived and tabulated. The closed forms are considered as direct repre-

senËatíon of the divide-and-invert cyeles, ín Euclid's algorithm, by

sinple algebraic equatfons. The forms ln question are used very

efficiently and equally well in both continued fract,ion expansion and

Ínversion as they are sinple and easy-to-use. Closed forms are símilar-

ly derived for nixed Cauer and Stieltjes expansion forms. It is worth

notlng tha¡ these forms can be ínt.erpreted as expllcit expressions for

the eleuents of two-element kÍnd (RC, RL' LC) Cauer-type passive ladder

networks, the elements of lossy RLC ladder net\{orks of the Stie1tjes-

type t34-37), or the multiplier elements of the ladder structures dis-

cussed 1n Chapter II. Moreover, they could be used in deriving a new

set of necessary and sufficient conditlons for a rational function to

have a certain continued fraction expansion.

3.2 EI,EHENTS OF THE FIRST COLU}TN OF ROUTEIS ARRAY

Routhfs algorithm has a wlde range of applications in network synthe-

sls, control system analysis and stability tests 125r 60, 731. It is a

cornputational rnethod that develops a sequence of computed numbers from

two rows of numbers. The artay is usually wrÍtten in the following form:

Att ÃtZ Arg At¿ AtS

AZt ÃZZ AZ3 AZ4
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ConpuÈed rows:

Agr

A+t

Ast

etc.

Ãrz

AtrZ

Asz

A¡g

A¿g

As¡

Azq

The two rows are normally coefficients of a rational function. The

third, fourth and subsequent rows are evaluated from the following rela-

tion [73].
A Aj-2,1 j-l,k+l

A J 314A k = 1r2r... (3.1)j j-2,k+1 - A j-1,1

3.2.L The Recursive Formula

In most of the appllcations of Routhrs algorithm, the elements of the

first column of the array are actually used. Next, a recursive formula

k

ls proposed for the dírect computation of the elernents of

column without laborious generatlon of the whole artay.

Given the followf-ng two rows

an an-l an-2 al

bn bn-l bn-2 b1

Define the.vector A as 
,.

[ = ta¡(n) A1(n) A2(n)

Ai(n)=Ar_(n-l)- or-rAr_f"-r) t=2,3,
with

ag(n) = an A1(n) = bn

and

the first

A (n) lt
2n*I

(3.2>

i = L, 2, (3.3)

a0

bg

¡shere A1(n), I = 0r1r2r...r 2n*1 are the elements of the first column of

Routhts array.

A1(n) is expressed 1n the following recursive formula:

O¿

1

Ai-
(
In)

A (n)
i
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A proof for (3.2) ís gíven in Appendix

Using (3.2), A2(n) is given by

A2(n) = ân-l - qt bn-L

A.

a2(an-Z - ctlbtt-2)

az
A2 (n)

eËc.

Generally, the expression of A1(n) is systematically generated from the

preceding two expressions Or_{") and A._r(n) by sirnply replacing the co-

¡shere

0r

and A3(n) is
A3(n)

where

G(s) =

Ao(n)

A1(n)

given by

= bn-I -

A1 (n)

efflcients âftr bk, ... by ak-1, bk-l,

poÍnted out that since an = bm = 0, tn

becomes shorËer afÈer halfway, eventually

A(n)=ag
2n

A (n)=bO
2n*I

respectÍve1y. It should be

< 0 the expression of Ai(n)

yielding last entries

=Q

bsl0

is used here The following

bg

3 .2.2 Exanple 3.1

The example given by Chen and Shieh [28]

functíon
10s2+171s+360

G(s) =

Ls to be expanded

sJ+71s2+702s+720
uslng Cauer second forrn as follotss

+
I

ct
2n*1

or+
ors-l +

03*

o2r,"-t *



In order to expand G(s) in the above form, the

ân-1, ...' ao and bn, bn-l' "', bo should read

a3 = 720 a2 = 702 al

b3 = 360 b2 = I7L b1

uslng the recursive formula given by (3'2)' one

generating
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two rows an,

=7L

=I0

has

=f

=Q

o1 =

dz=

03=

o4=

cI-=)
a.=

b \46(n) = rg f-i

Note that the repetition of terns in the expressions of Ai(n) could

be used to save comPutation time'

It is r¡orth noting that the recursive forrnula (3.2) is general in the

sense that it can be applied to both Cauer first and Cauer second

expansions. For instance, if G(s) is to be expanded in cauer first

form, namelY

G(s) =

crls *

uz*

,/fu(n) =a3=720
'.>41(n)=b3=360
')o, (n) = az - 01b2 = 360

'aA3(n) = rr{Glra1- 01b1) = t2o
s<5< --- _-)41"¡ - al ãrbr - o¡ (bt- a2as) = 24

6a-> As(n) - b1 ilz.o - o4^o = 4

+< 

-

a0

b6

the generating ttvo rows

a3=1

b3=10

Subsequently At(n), í =

"rt.l

¡¡ould read

a2=7L

bz = L7r

0, 1 r. .. 16 are

a1 = 7OZ

b1 = 360

obtained as

ag = 720

bo=o

follows
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A3(n) = 47 .44A6(n)

A4 (n)

I A1(n)

407.74 A5(n)

A2 (n) = 53 .9

A6(n) = 720

10

L42 .86

3.3 FOR THE CONTINTIED FRÂCTION EXPANSION

3.3.1 Cauer Ffrst and Cauer Second

The expressíon for si given by (3.3) is new in the sense that it is

an explicit form of the continued fraction expansion coefficients

expressed ln terms of preceding coeffícients and the given function co-

efficients. As potnted out in Example 3.1, üi given by (3.3) can be

used for boLh Cauer first and Cauer second. An alÈernative expression

for cr1 that 1s more useful, particularly in continued fraction

inversion, is derived next.

Consider the transfer function

arrxn * arr-l *n-1 + ... * a1x * ag
(3.4)G(x) =

brrxn + bo-l *o-l + ... * b1x * bg

G(x) can be expanded lnto one of the following Cauer first forms

Case a:

G(x) = clÌ

a2x * (3.s)

cÌ3 +

+

Case b:

G(x) =

0r*
a2x *

cr3

(3.6)
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where, (see Appendix

cx ' - 
Ao(n)

' A1(Ð

and
1

0i = 

-
t-- I

ÏTj=1

A)

Ao(n) t = 2r3r... r2n*1 (3.7)
cl,. Ai(n)

J

r¡here Ai(n)

and Ao(n) =

tion of 0f

ls found in

follows:
arr*arr-1x+. * alxn-l + aoxn

(3.8)G(x) =
bo 4 bo-1x * .ib1xn-l+boxn

then the scheme in Table 3.1 can readily be used when the expansion is

carried out on G(x) (Case a) or its reciprocol (Case b). (3.7) is con-

sidered as dírect rePresentation of the divide-and-invert cycles, of

Cauer-type eontinued fracÈion expansion, by simple algebraic equations

t7ol. Due to the cyclic nature of Ëhe continued fraction expansion a

recursive pattern similar to (3.7), or (3.2), would aPPear in all types

of continued fraction expansion. Mixed-Cauer and Stieltjes types ar9

considered in the following subsections.

3.3.2 l{ixed Cauer Form

is given by (3.2) with Ao(n) = ar. and A1(n) = bn for Case a,

b' and A1(n) = a' for Case b. The scherne of direct computa-

using the recursive closed form (3.7) for both Case a and b

Table 3.1. For Cauer second form, tf one writes G(x) as

For this type consider

ence only. Then, G(x) is

G(x) given by (3.4), with ar, = 0 for conveni-

expanded as follows

%i* %

G(x) =

01x * fu+
CI2* ß2x-1 ..

(3.e)
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rable 3'1'""":::::':,::.":::'::::":';"Ïî expansion of

Recursítte For¡mtla: Ar(n) = Ar-r(n-l)-c.-tAr-t(n-1)

rÉ

c)q
(ú
o

d-=alfi
a__n

N =--2 o-I

a

^-n-3 o- ct^
L¿

a
nc. =-4 o1o2o3

an
) o1o2o3o4

.

a

^ = ----3---2n o1o2 .. . o2rr_1

dE""o2.,+1= 
",o|... %" 

' tbol

-1lbol

Ia,'-r-crbrr-, J 
-1

Ibrr-1-o2 ("o-r-orrr,-r) J 
-1

[ "rr-2-orbrr-2-*3 
(bo-2*z ( ao-r-ctbrr-, ) ) J 

-1

[bo-z- o2 ( tr,-3-o1br,-3 ) -o4 ( t',---3o1b'-3-o3 (b

[.0] bo = o

AO(n) = ao A-(n) = btn

.r-3-02 
(trr-4-otbn-o) ) ) J

-1

*I
bo

¡
o
Ø
(ú
o

a-=bIN
b

n
¿ g,-

I

b
n

J 0-g^I¿

b
ng, =-4 o1a2q3

bn0- =-) c102cao4

b
no^z\ o1d2 ... o2rr_1

b.n
d,^¿n+I o1o2 ... o2r,

Ao(n) = b' Ar(n) = an

-1

-llal'n

-tIbrr-r-ctan-rl *

Ian-r-o, (bo-r-ar"n-r) I 
-1

Ibrr-2-ol"o-2-a, (arr-r-a2 (brr-r-ararr-r) ) I 
-1

I ao_r-c, (brr_3-01.o_3) ]04 (br,_3-o1.r,_3-o, (arr-r-4, (brr-o-ararr-o ) ) ) J

tb'l "o = 0

["0] to * I
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It can be

and,

shown that

.v bn-1
-'1=-

an

1
0

i-l
IT

j=1

bo
ß1 = 

-ao

t Ao(n)
'ô

i-l Ai(n)
IT 0'i

j=1

where in (3.10a), A1(n) fs expressed as

Ai(n) = Ai-r(n-l) - o. _lAi-r(n-1) - ßr-rAr-r(n)

with,

Ao(n) = bn-l A1(n) = att

and in (3.10b), Ai(n) 1s expressed as

Ai(n) = Ai-2(n+1) - ßi-r Ai-t(n+l) - qí-t Ai-1(n)

wíth

i = 2¡3¡... ¡o

i = 2r3r...rn

(3.10a)

(3.10b)

(3.11a)

(3 .11b)

Ao(n) = bo A1(n) = ao

Note that the third term in both (3.1la) and (3.flb) represents the

nixed nature of the expansLon. The scheme of direct comPutation is

found 1n Table 3.2. It should be pointed out that Shieh and Goldnan

[48] have developed a generallzed Routh array for Èhe expansíon form

(3.9). IÊ thís respect, lt is worth notÍng that A1(n) given by (3.11a)

/
and (3.,tlb) are recursíve formulas for the elements All,421' 431r...,
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//
Table 3.2 Coefficients of nlied Cauer Continued Fraction Expansion//

/.
A. (n)_,,.! A._r,(n-l) - oi_lAi-r(n-1) - ßr_rAr_r(n)

i Â l-\ = ,. Â /n\ = ¡ 
(3'11a

: ? Ao(n) = b' Ar(n) = "r,-l
Recutsioe ForrnuLas: \

Lr(n) = AtZ(n+l) - ßi-rAi-r(n+I) - o.-rA.-r(n)
(3.1lb

, AO(n) = bO A.(n) = aO

1 = br, [an-rJ -1

_1
ß, = bo [aoJ 

!

b

^ = 3 [b- . - 01 "rr-2 - ß, "rr-rJ 
-1

2 oI -n-r

bo .- ^ ,-ru, = 
ü lbr ßr "l - o, "oJ-l

b

. =# ["- n - az (brr-2-o1"r,-3-ß1"rr-z) - ßz(brr-1-*l"rr-2-ß1"r,-1)]-13 cx102 ' n-¿

bo 
11 \ ^. t1 õ - ^. - .r-1U, = # Lar-Lu$r-ßrar-crrar) - oz (br-ßrar'ar"o)J-1
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etc. and the elements A1¡n*I, A2r¡, A3rn-I, ... etc.' respectively, of

the triangular pattern of the generalized Routh artay developed in [48].

The nixed Cauer form (3.9) is used in Chapter II in the realization

of Case IA Ladder structure. Other nixed Cauer forns are developed in

Chapter II. The derivation of a computation scheme, similar to that of

Table 3.2, for each of these forms becomes routine and straightforward;

and hence is onitted.

3.3.3 The Stieltjes Forn

Here, G(x) of (3.4) ís expanded as follows

G(x) = o1 *

(3 .12 )
CauerI-Casea

of Cauer

-ldzä + o2r,+1

In this case, one may observe that the odd-ordered Clrs (starting

frou 03 onwards) have been expressed in the form oil, rvhich has

intentionally been made in order to facllitate obtaining the recursive

formula. In fact, thls makes one inversion cycle of this expansion

equivalent to t¡¡o cycles of Cauer first-Case a in Euclidrs algorithm

t711. ,, The iuporÈant consequence of this is the fact that. the recursive

formulà A1(n) for i ( 3 w111 be the same as that given by (3.2) whereas

for i ) 3, Ai(n) will be nodified versfons of (3.2) for both even and

odd values of i. To see this one writes

.#
| 

"ourrr.u
version
I-Case a .
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^, Ao(n) an
Lr- = 

- 

=
A1(n) bn

a.o, = ] tAz(r)l-1
CÌ1

an
03 = ¡e3(n) ì-r

%%

where A2(n) and A3(n) are obtained

I A1(n)
cti = _

(i-2)/2 Ai(n)

.n. 
cr2j

.l= r

1
cli=-

(i-L) /2
.r. ozj
J=I

A1 (n)

Ai(n)

where

-1
Ai(n) = Ai-l(n-1) - 0t-t Ai-z(n-r)

with A2(n) and A3(n) as initial conditions'

Also

according to (3.2). For i ) 3

i- = 4,618, ... r2n

i = 5r719r...r2n*1 (3.13d)

(3 .13e)

(3.13a)

one has,

(3.13b)

(3 .13c)

where

Ai(n) =Ai-3(n-l) - o1-1Ài-1(n-1)

r,ríËh A2(n) and. A4(n) as initial conditlons'

The scheme of dlrect computation of Cxi is found in Table 3'3' Note

that if the expansion ís carried out on the reciprocol of G(x) ' 
the

recursive formulas will be the same as above with a¡ and b¡ lnterchanged

(Case b in Table 3.3). Another Stieltjes form results when the exPan-

sion, cycles are carrled out in the "reverse division"' In this case, if

one r¡rLÈes G(x) in Èhe form of (3.S) then the scheme ín Table 3'3 can

readily be used.
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Table 3.3 coefficíents of stíeltjes conËinued Fraction Expansion

ot=bn. ["n]

b

% = {' [bn-r - or',r-rJ-l

b
a- = n . [" - - s.z(bn_z - or"n_r)i-]5 cla2 ' n-l

O=
4

c-=
5

ù' 
,"n-, - o2(bn-3

a.n

%%' lbn-2- stan-z

- ot"n_3) - o;1{urr_, -,1ararr-t) i ^

- oo(an-a- o2(bn-4- o1"n-4)- o;1 {un-r- ararr-a)) J-1

A. (n)

Forqnulas:
n, (n)

rr_{n-r) -cilrar_5n-r) i"u"n

A._r(n-1)-a._rA._r(n-I) ioaa I

f2

1r3

c- =a . tbl-1L n 'n'

% = +' [",,-1 - o, bn-rl-l

a_

", = fr' [bn-r - oz(^n-z - orb,r-r)J-1

b

% = t' [bn-z - o2 ("n-3 - orbn-3) - o]1{",r-, - aru,r-r)J-I

b

% = 
%%' 

[an-r-arbn-2-o4 (bn-3-o2 ("r,-4-otbn-¿) -oã1 ¡arr-r-orbn-a) ) i 
-1
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It should be pointed out that a nodified Routh array for SÈieltjes

type expanslon is available in the literaËure [34-35, 7L]. In this

respecÈ, it has been sho¡¡n [71] that equatfons (3.13c) and (3.13e) are

in fact recursive formulas for the elements of the first colunn of the

¡oodified RouÈh array.

3.4 CONDITIONS FOR TEE ETISIENCE OF A CERTAIN CONTINIIED FRACTION ETPAIISION

Necessary and sufficlent conditions must be saÈisfied for a rational

function to have a certafn continued fraction expansion. As pointed ouÈ

in Chapter II, condítions for Èhe existence of different expansion

types, except the mixed Cauer type, are available ín the literature [19,

47]. The condiÈions are formulated in a matrix form where for a rational

function of degree nr at least 2n-1 deÈerminants must be evaluated

1,471. It should be noted that l^Iallrs matrix [19] ls presented in mínor

array form rshereas Juryrs rnatrix [47] is presented in the inner form.

A new set of necessary and sufficient conditions can be obtained

using the recursive formula Ai(n) introduced above and fts relationship

with Routhrs algorithn of the conventional (Cauer first and second), the

generalized (nixed Cauer), or the nodtfied (Stieltjes) atray. In this

respect, it ls ¡¡e1l known that in the conventional Routh's array [73] if

a flrst-column element vanÍshes, stricÈ interpretation of Routhts algor-

lthn breaks down. As a consequence, the assoclated Cauer first (or

second) expansfon fafls.5 Therefore, one can sirnply see that the condi-

It is assumed that the numerator
functf.on are relatively prlme, ie.
1761.

and denominator of the rational
, Èhey contain no common factors
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Table 3.4

Conditions for existence of Certain Continued Fraction Expansions

*ff A.(n) gíven by (3.13e) vanishes, the expansion still exisËs [71].

ExpansÍon Existence Condition Ar(n) = 0

lauer first and/or ,Cauer Second

\

Mixed CaueÍ

Stieltj es*

A. (n) given by (3.2)

A. (n) given by (3.11a) and (3.11b)

A.(n) given by (3.13c) (also Ar(n) . O
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tions for existence of Cauer first or Cauer second form i-s that Ai(n)

given by (3.2) nust not be zero for I = 2r3,...r 2nt1. Simllar condi-

tíons for mixed Cauer and StielÈjes forms are obtained in Table 3.4.

Unlike the existlng nethods of checkíng for the existence of a cer-

tain expansion, the use of the recursive foruula A1(n) has the advantage

that it provides the expansion coeffícients while at the sane time

ehecking existence of the expansion. Moreover, it systematizes the com-

putat.lons and provides a structure whi-ch gives insight into the expan-

sion process. Hence, it allotrs one to easily check alternative paths of

expansion should one path fai1. This, for Lnstance, has the useful

applicatíon in checking all the possible canonic realizations of an

arbitrary transfer functlon.

3.5 CONTINTIED FR.ACTION INIERSION

3.5.1 Inversion of Cauer First and Second Expansíons

The existing methods of continued fractíon lnversion of Cauer first

and second expansions Ínvolve either state space formulation [28] or

Routhts array consÈrucLion 125,6I-67 I or both t281. Chen t68l has

offered closed forms, for inversion of Cauer second, rshich are found

rather complieated.

The approach here is to make use of the recursive formula and Table

3.1 presented earlLer. It w111 be shown next, by an illustrative

example, that our approach is sfmple, straightforr¿ard and requires less

work. In fact, inversion j-s implemented directly Èhrough Èhe solution

of very simple algebraic equations t70l using the fact that the

recursive foruula Ai(n) takes simpler forms as i approaches 2nt1.
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3.5.1.1 F--arnple 3.2

Given the follo!¡ing expanslon:

G(s) =

"-1 +

1
ç.^-1 t
JÞ | 

-

1

6+-
4s-1

Find the corresponding rational function.

Solution:

i. One writes

n = 3, uL= 2, dZ= L, 03 = 3, u4= 5,

2+

3+

11.

ct5 = 6 and a6= 4

Using Table 3.1 - Case b, write expressions for o1, d2,...' o6

o1 =b3tAgl-l =/

o3= lLz -

b3

lbzol

b3

0102

b3

0 r0203

b3

o2= otrZl-l = I

o, (bt- ctat)l-1 = 3

ct,
t4 lbr- %ar - oZbo)l-l = 5

0,-)
%02%"¿

b3

ct3(a1-

%bo-

o6

%%%0¿ds

I ar- 04bol-1 = 6



tii. RewriÈe the expressions of c1 starting from

thern fof the rational functlon coefficients one by

functfon coefficlents r¡ill then be glven by:

Letb3=1

b3
bo=

010203040506

b3

65

cl6 backward solving

one. The rational

1

720

al = + 02b0 + 04bO
0rG2030405

b3
b1=- + 0la1* o3(rt

01020304

b3
aZ=- + oZ(bt- cr1a1) =

d 
102d 3

b3 702
b2=- + aLaZ = 

-oIoZ 720

b3 I
a3=- =-o1 2

G(s) will be given by:

171 s
720

+1 s
72

1

72

Gzbo)

L7L

720

7L

720

1+
2

G(s) =

I+7OZ "+71 "2+720 720

3.5.2 Inversion of the l{ixed Cauer Expansion

Shteh and Goldnan t48l have proposed an inversion method thaE

uakes use of Routhrs array. Here the recursive formulas (3.11a) and

(3.11b) and Table 3.2 are used. Unlike Cauer first (or Cauer second)

1"3
720
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form, expressions of A. (n) do not become shorter after halfway' In spite

of this, the inversion is still implemented via solution of simple alge-

braic equaËions as the following example illustrates '

3.5.2.L ExarnFle 3.3

A continued fraction exPansion is given by

G(s) =

s*1*
I

2+3s-1+-

3s*2

Find the corresponding rational function'

Solution:

One writes

Il = 3,

ii. Using Table 3.2,

01 = b3 [tz]-1
ß1 = bo ["o]-1

b3

cl

bg
ß"='9,

b3

lat

I
t:I

ol = 1 UZ= 2

ßr = t ßZ= 3

wriÈe expressions for 01,

=l

=l

32, G3, ß3

(Ex3-1 )

(Ex3-2 )

(Ex3-3 )

(Ex3-4)

o3=3

ß3= 2

ßr, d2,

a2 lbz -

tbf - ßt tt - crlaol-l =

\
\

03= - a2 (b1-d1ao-ß1a1) - ßZ (b2-o1a1-Bp2) (Ex3-5 )
0102

b6

l-1 =3

0ral

ß3=
ßr ßz

- B2 $2-ß1a2-o1a1) - az (b1-ß1a1-o1ao)l-1 = 2 (Ex3-6)



1ii. Solve the above expressions in the rational function

as follows: (Note the repetition of terms ln the above

Assume bo=l, then usíng (Ex3-6):

67

eoefficients

expressions) .

bo 1

6
al-

and fron

ß2 $2- fua2-ct1a1) - a2 (bf - ßf af-olao) =

(Ex3-5), b3 is deternined bY

1

b3=- cl 1 0203 =
6

one respectively has

ßt%%

Now using (Ex3-1) and (Ex3-2)'

b3
a2=- = 1

0r

and

=1

The rest of the coefficienÈs

Fron (Ex3-3), one has

b2- 0la1 - ßt"Z

and from (Ex3-4)

b1- ßt.t- 01"o

are det,ernined as f ollo¡vs :

bo
âo==-

þ1

b3

d1d2

1

2

(Ex3-7 )

(Ex3-B )
bo I

3BtBz

Use (Ex3-7) and (Ex3-8) in (Ex3-6)

T4

6
al =



6B

Use (Ex3-7)

b2=

and from (Ex3-8)

23

6

22
b1 =

6

G(s) fs given by

"2+

Then
1Ll' s * 1
b

G(S)

"3+
23
õ_ "' * ? s * 1

3.5.3 Inversion of Stieltjes Type Expansion

Most of the published inverslon roethods 125,48r6I-68,701 have been

restricted Èo lnversion of Cauer type expansions. Chen and Chang t69l

have proposed a rnethod that can be applied to inversion of Stieltjes

expansion. Thelr method, however, involves construction and multiplica-

tion of 2n transmission matrices. Recently [71], an inversion method

that makes use of the rnodifled Routhrs artay has been reported. A

sinpler nethod t71l based on the recursive formulas Ai(n), given by

(3.13c) and (3.13e), and Table 3.3 is used in the inversion of Stieltjes

expanslon. In Ëhis case, however, although the recurslve formula Ai(n)

does take simpler forms as I approaches 2n*1 one may solve simultaneous

equations to get the first few function coefficients. The rest of the

coefficients are obtalned one by one. The following example illustrates

the above facË
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3.5.3.1 F.-an¡ple 3.4

A Stieltjes expansíon is given by

G(s) =

s+0.15 *
4s+1 *

1
5s+0.5 + 

-
3s*1 .5

Find the corresponding rational functlon.

SolutÍon:
i. One wrítes

n=4, 01=0, %
d7 = 2,

ii. Using Table 3.3 -
dL=a4. tb¿l-l
az=b4. ["s]-1

b4
cx^ =

c[^
¿

bt,
I

ClL = 
- 

.
a2

= 1, 03 = 6.6667 , d4 =
û'g=3, 09=

Case a, write expressions

=0
=1

06 = 5'

c/2r... dg

(Ex4-I )

(Ex4-2)

(Ex4-3 )

4, 05 = 1,

0.6667

for %,

[b3-42a2]-1 = 6.6667

b4
u5 -

dza4

b4
o.. =

aza 
4

b4
a7=-

a2a4d.6

b4

ÍbZ-%.af%1.21-1 = t+ (Ex4-4)

I a2-o4 ( b1-cl2a9-crJ 1a 
1 ) J

-1 _1
-_L

(Ex4-5 )

Ia1-a4(b6-cx3-1a9) - o51(b1-cr2ag-o51.t) ]-1= 5 (Ex4-6 )

. [b1-cr2aÑgl.r - o6 (ag-o51(¡O-o]lag))J-L = 2 (Ex4-7 )

tbo-%1"0-oJI(ag-c51{ug'c:1as))J-1 = 3 (Ex4-B )0B=-.
aza4d6

b4
ct^ =Y-

%s+00%
. t"O-oSalUg-c61ag)J-1 = 0.6667 (Ex4-9 )



iti. Solve the above expressions in the rational

as follows:

Letb4 = !

Using (Ex4-9) and (Ex4-8), one respectl-vely has

ao- B1(¡o- 51.0) = 
b¿ 

= 0.025
o¿204CI,6cr,g09

bo - ojlag = 0.025 ,,1L + 
b+ 

= o.o2gz
d,2cl4cl606

(Ex4-11) into (Ex4-10)

ao = 0.025 + o51 o.o2g2 = 0.0542

From (Ex4-11)

b9 = o-ozgz + %1.0 = 0.0373

Use (Ex4-7)

br - 02to - oll.t = 0.025 06 + 
b+ 

= 0.15
C¿2a4a60.7

Using (Ex4-11) and (Ex4-L2) into (Ex4-6), a1 is given by

al = O.O2g2 cl4 + 0.15 051 +
b4

= 0.3168
uzatrdo

Frorn (Ex4-12)

bl = 0.15 + 02.0to]l"t = 0.25L7

The rest of the coefficients are obtained one by

^2=a4(br- 
dz^O-clr-Ia1) + 

b+ 
= 0.85

azd4d5

-b4bZ=dZ^L + o3-'^2 + = 0.6943
azo4

70

function ðoefflcients

(Ex4-10 )

(Ex4-1 1 )

(Ex4-12 )

b4
b3 = aZ^Z +

o2o3
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The transfer function is given by

"3 
+ 0.85s2 + o.3r68s + 0.054

"4 
+ 

"3 
+ 0.6943s2 + o.zsr7s * 0.0373

a3

a4

G(s) =

b4

a2

otb4 =
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CE^APTER IV

.åPPLICATIONS OF lEE CONTINTTED FRACTION }IETEOD
TO lEE CONTINI]OUS SYSÎEMS

4.L INTRODTTCTION

A fundamental conslderation in the design of a systeu, whether contÍnuous

or discrete is the stability of the system transfer function. A concept

useful fn thls connection, ln the continuous case, is that of a Hurwitz

polynornial, whlch 1s deflned as a polynomial having no roots in the right-
half s-plane. Slnce the characteristic polynomial of a physical system

(that fs, the denominaÈor polynomial of a system function) is a Hurwitz

polynomÍal, the concepË fs widely used in engineering problens [4, 77-7g ].
Routh t1] devlsed a nethod for testing a polynoruíal for stability; the

tesË formulaÈed by Hurwitz [2] Ls essentlally the same as Routhrs test. The

Hurwitz test [2, 77] applíes the contLnued fraction expansion to Èhe even

and odd Parts of the polynomfals. In thís chapter, a generaltzed test for
Hurwitz polynomfals is presented. The basÍc operation involved is the

execution of two continued fraction expansions. The first continued

fraction expanslon determines r¡trether the given polynornial fs strictly
Hurwltz or rnodified Hurwitz with u pafrs of slnple roots on the imaginary

axls' The subsequent continued fraction detects, by inspecÈion, the numbers

-of real roots and complex roots, respectfvely. A sinple aperiodicity test
for continuous systems follows as a special case. Moreover, a fast Hurwitz

test 1s proposed. The test is based on the ¡nixed-Cauer forn whereby the

number of inversLon cycles ln Euclldrs algorithu of the continued fraction

- 72 -



expansion, executed using

half. Thfs conslderably

Cauer flrst form, is

saves the conputation

73

reduced approximately to one

Eine of perf ormi-ng the test.

4.2 EURI{ITZ POLYNOMIALS

Consider a polynomial h(s) gÍven by

n
h(s) = I ","ti=o l-

(4.1)

h(s) is said to be Hurwltz if the following conditions are satisfied [78]:

1. h(s) is real when s fs real.

2. The roots of h(s) have real parts r¡hich are zero or negative.

For convenience lT9lr let us call the polynomial h(s) havíng all roots in

Èhe left-half plane the strlctly Huri{1t2, arrd the polynomial trro(s) having

slnple rooËs on the lnaginary axls, fn addition, the nodified Hurwit.z. Ït

is ¡vell known 177-801 thaË when the Hurwitz test ls applÍed on hr(s), a

premature termination occurs and as a consequence, the factor rn(s) in hr(s)

can be isolated, corresponding to the pairs of fnaginary axis rooËs and thus

one can detect how uany roots are on the imaginary axis. Furthermore by

dividing hr(s) by n(s), hr(s) is reduced to a nerr subpolynoníal that is

strlctly Hurwitz.

The applieation of the continued fraction expansion on h(s) of order n

yields n positive coefficients tnplying that all roots of h(s) are ln the

left-half p1ane. In case of hr(s), a dífferentiation of n(s) ls needed to

carry ouÈ the contf.nued fractlon expansion to evenËually obtaln n posltive

coefficients 1771.

Next, a generallzed llurwitz test fs proposed in vhtch a slmple method is

developed to galn further fnformatl-on regardíng the number of real roots 
'

complex roots and inaglnary roots Ln a Hurwftz polynoulal. The multiplicity
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is

respective roots ls also

just one more applicaÈLon

detected simultaneously.

of the continued fraction
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The operation involved

expansion.

4.3 GENERALIZED TESÎ FOR EIIRI{ITZ POLYNOMIALS

'4.3.1 A Slnple Transfornatlon

Let us apply a Èransformation

s+ p2

That is

h(s) * t(p2) (4.2)

As shown in Flg. 4.1, a real root sl = -Ol naps ln the p-plane as a pair of

inaginary axis roots p1, pf =1 itrcr. A pair of conplex roots (sr, tä) =

(r "j0, 
y"-jo), where i r, < 1T vdtl map in rhe p-plane as a ser of four

roots of quadrantat synuetry (pz, pI, -p2, -n;) = (ulT "j9, fi.-i9, -Jt
.0 .0

"Jl, -,|}-"-Jz) of which Èhe first two roots are l-n the shaded area of the

right-half plane.

tt
Since h(p-) is an even polynomial, one dÍfferentiaÈes to obtain h'(p-).

He then performs the contlnued fractlon expansfon or, t1p2¡/h'(p2) in which

Èhe patterns w111 develop among the set of the expansion coefficienÈs.

Corresponding ao (plr pT), one has a couple pattern (+ +) of t¡so successive

posltive entries and for (Vr, Vl, -pZ, -pt) one has a quad pattern which ís

the conbfnatlon of two negative entries and two positive entries such as (*

.+ -)r(- + + -) etc. It 1s obvious that the number of quad patterns

-corresponds to the number of palrs of complex roots ln h(s) ¡shereas the

number of couple patterns corresponds to the nr¡mber of real roots tn h(s).
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Fis. 4.1 (a)

(b)

Location of roots of a

Happing of the s-plane

Hurwitz poìynomial h(s).

roots in the p-plane.
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leads to therecognize the patterns by Lnspectlon.

following generalized Hurwitz test.

4.3.2 Performance of the GeneralLzed Eurwltz Test

The preceding analYsis

+-- orr"

Apply another conÈinued fraction expansion

Given a poLynonlal h(s) of order n, one ¡¡'rltes

n
h(s)= t arsi=M(s)+N(s)

i=o 1

where M(s) and N(s) are the even and odd parts, respectively. Construct a

funcríon 0(s) = M(s)/N(s) for even n or Q(s) = N(s)/l't1s¡ for odd n.

A. Case of strictly Hurwltz polynonlals

1. Apply the contLnued fraction expansion on 0 (s). No premature

termLnation occurs and all n expansion coeff iclents (0,' 02'...cxn)

are positive.

ö1s¡ = o, s *
o2" * (4.4)

(4.3 )

on h( pz) /n'(p2) ro2.

obtain a new set of 2n expansion coefficients (ßr, ß2r "" ßZrr)'

ßzt (4. s)

1
T_

þ2n"

RecognÍze tr¡o kinds of patterns l-n ßrs. The number of quad patterns sueh as

(+ + - -) corresponds to the number of pairs of complex roots in h(s), and

the number of couple patterns (+ +) corresponds to the number of real roots

in h(s).

h(p2) - Rffi,--r s+
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B.

1.

c.

I.

Case of rnodified Hurwitz Polynomials

Apply Èhe conÈlnued fraction expanslon on

atfon occurs with the factor

(s) and the preneture ter¡nin-

2.

n(s) = "2t * bzqr-trs2(n-1) + "' + bo G'6)

¡¡hích is cornrnon to t"f(s) and N(s). Dif ferentiate n(s) to obtain

dn(s)/ds and carry out conÈinued fraction expansion on rn(s)/n'(s). All

n expansion coefficients (4 1, o2, ..., clrr) are positive. The number of

pafrs of sinple roots of h(s) on the fnaginary axis is m.

Obtaln g(s) = h(s)/n(s) and apply another continued fraction expanslon

22on g(p-)/e'(p-) to get a new set of 2(n-n) coeffícients ($t' ß2,...,

ßZ(rr-r)). The number of quad patterns corresponds to the number of

pairs of complex roots of h(s). The number of couple paÈterns

corresponds to the number of real roots tn h(s).

Case of nultiple roots

Apply the continued fractfon expansion as in step 1 of Case A or Case B

to obtain all posltive coefficlents.

In the continued fraction expanslon on t(p2) /n'(p2), premature

terninations occur but through proper differentlations, all expansion

coefficients can eventually be obtained. The number of premature

terminations corresponds to Ëhe uultiplictty of respective roots. If n,

quads and n, couples appear after vth prenature termLnation, there are

tl palrs of complex roots and n, real roots of nultiplfcity (v + 1) 
'

respectively, in h(s).

2.
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4.3.3. A Simple Aperlodf.cfty Test as a SpecLal Case

The aperiodicity 1s one of the significant problems in --the study of

systems, whether continuous or dlscrete [38, 47]. Generally, it arises in

obtainfng a response, in the time domaln, that has no osclllatlons or that

has osclllations of a finlte number only. In the continuous case, Ëhis

situation is represented fn the frequency domain by obtainlng the necessary

and sufficient conditlons for all the roots of the characteristic polynonial

to be dlstlnct and on the negative real axis in the s-plane 1,471.

There are various methods of testing wÌrether or not a given contlnuous

systen is aperíodic. A popular method is that given by Jury 147 1. IIis

nethod ls based on the notion of inners of a square Eatrix. In this method,

for a system of order n, a 2n-L by 2n-1 rnatrix has to be constructed and

shown to be positive f-nnerwise. A method, that is believed to be simpler,

straightforward and easy to apply, can be establlshed as a special case of

Lhe analysis provided in the preceding subsections. The nethod is present.ed

in the form of a theorem.

Theorem

Frorn (4.1), assuming a, > 0 V t, form the following ratlonal function:

1_=ßrs+

1

Þ^s

represented by (4.1) is aperiodlc, then

premature terminations yielding posiÈive

'If the system

exists r¡fth no

the above expansion

coeffLcients.



The proof is readily ascertained from the analysis ln

4.3.4. Illustratfve Examples

4.3.4.L Eranple 4.1: Caee of strictly Hurwitz

h(s) = "4 
* 4 

"3 
* 

' "2
lt,(s'* 7 s- + 4)

1. Apply the conÈfnued fractÍon

ö1s¡=*#
L
4

4"3 +8" )J;z"z;
"4 

* 2"2

s"2+4

4_e5-F;
,3 164s *-5"
---T-

5"
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SubsecÈÍon 4.3.1.

.

*8s*4

+(4s3+8s)=M(s)+N(s)

expansion on:

No premaÈure

o3' o¿) =

polynonial.

terminatlon occurs

.r 4 25 6.(¿r gr Tl, S) are

25
æ

)5s- + 4
b/-5s- 5____n 

)T_
5

24
5
o

q

-++-

S

S

and all four expansion coefficients (cxl, uZ,

posltive. Thus h(s) is a strictly Hurwitz

2. The second continued fract,fon expansfon Ís now applled on

!ó -nt*4nu*rn4*sr'*4
t '(p2)

to yield (ßrr BZ,

Bp7* z4p5+ zap3+t6p

ß3' 84'ß5' ß6' B7'Or) = {Ï +
c
++)
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by ínspection that
havíng Èwo couPles

h(s) has two real-

and one quad. Thus it is determíned

roots and a Pair of comPlex roots '

4.3.4.2. Example 4.2: Caee of ¡odlfted Eursitz

h(s) ="5*2"4+3s3+ ::2+N+L= (s5+3s3+ 2s)+Qs| +3s2+ 1) = N(s) +M(s)

1. Apply the continued fraction expansion on

2"4 + 3"2 +

"t*3"3*,"s(s) = *;;J;
1f

t)"5+3s3+2s

"t*;"'*þ---3-3---Ts *f

4

3=

>lT*7 * t
2"4 + 2"2-----T . -s ll
n(s) r'

3<
2")ffi.t'Ts *2"

33 3

T" +2"
------T--

Premature ternination

Continue with n(s)/n' (s)

1..+
2"-v-

2s)s' + L

2
S---T )2s

2s-¡-

premaÈure termination occurs wtth m(s) = "2 
* I and differentiation ls

requlred once to obtaln all positlve coefflcients, i.e., (o1, o2rd3, olt

"å) = (å, +, ï, T, ,r. Thus h(s) is a nodified Hurwltz polvnonial having a

pair of roots on the Ínaginary axis'

2s
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2. e(s) = h(s)/n(s) =

Apply another contfnued fraction
"3*2"2*2s*1
expansion on

e(p 
2) 

-
e'G2)

n6*zr4*rn2*r.
6p5 * 8p3 *

Èo obÈaLn six coefflcents Cå, n, -8, 3)=(+ +q- - +"+). Thus h(s)

has a real root and a pair of

imaginary axis roots.

complex roots in addÍtion to a pair of

4.3.4.4 Example 4.3: Caee of nultlple root6

h(s) = "5 
* 3"4 + 5"3 *,"' *3s t 1

1. The contlnued fraction expansion on ("5 * 5"3 + 3s)/(3"4+ 5"2+1)yÍe1ds

(o1 , o 2, a3, o4, o5) = (+ + + + +) without prexnature termínatfon. Thus

h(s) is a strictly Hurwl-tz polynornlal.

The second continued fraction expanslon on t(p2) /¡'(p2) results 1n the

following coefficients with one premature termination.

tß ß ß ß ß ß\11213t4r5t6' + ßi, ßå, ß;, ßîo) =(++q-- *"*+++q'--)
preuature termination

Existence of quad patterns qt and q after and (therefore necessarily) before

premature termination indlcates that h(s) has a pair of complex roots of

rnultipl-icity two. A coupLe pattern c before prenature terminatlont

fndlcates that h(s) has a siuple real root.

1

6'

4p
L

-7s
o

2.
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4.4. A FASÎ EIIRT{ITZ ÎESÎ

The conventional method Í771 of Hurwltz Ëest Ís based on expanding the

test functlons Q(s) into conËinued fractLons of the Cauer first form. The

actual execution of the divide and-invert operatlons assoclated w1th the

continued fracË1on expanslon is tedious and laborious t811. To avold

drudgery, the ldea [28] has been to totally avoid the actual execution of

the divide-and-inverÈ operaÈions.

The objective here 1s to propose a new method of Hurwitz test. The

nethod, however, is based on the actual executfon of the contínued fraction

expansLon though 1t 1s shown, to be convenient and faster than the

eonventlonal nethod. The new rnethod is presented in the form of a theorem.

Theorem

From the expression (4.3) of h(s), forra a test function Q(s) = M(s)/N(s)

for even n or N(s)/M(s) for odd n. Carry out the contfnued fraction

expansion on 0 (s) removlng the pole at infiníty and also at the origin

simultaneously in each cycle. That is

0(s)=01 s+or"-1 *
-1cx3s+ct4s*t

(l = 1, 2, ..., n)

-1o- s * c!- s ^ +5b

(4.7)

are all posltive, h(s) 1s a

1

the coefficients ol

'Hurwitz polynornlal.

Proof

Let us ffrst

removing a pole

carry out the

aÈ inflnlty fn

continued fraction

each cycle, thaÈ is

expansion about infinity
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0(s) = ß, s+ (4.8)

the expansion

show that, for

patterns will

ß2" + 1

Þ^ s+J.

The conventional Hurwitz test states

the coefflcients ß, (l = 1, 2, ...,

negative coefflclents, if any, is equal

half plane.

As a matter of interest let us now

cycle:

that h(s) ls a Hurwitz polynomlal if

n) are all posltive. The number of

to the number of roots ln the right

remove the pole at the origln in each

1-1$(s) = Y, s
-1Yrs'+ (4.e)

Y, "-1 
+

Since0(s) can be regarded as a lossles" a.i.rf.rg polnt lmpedance [5] ZLC(s)'

(4.S) and (4.9) correspond to the synthesis of the first Cauer network

of Fig. 4.2(a) and the Cauer second network of Flg.4.2(b), resPectively.

As a matter of fact, (4.7) corresponds to Fig.4.2(c) of Èhe band-pass type

ladder netlrork.

It is ¡selL known that all three neÈworks are canonic and if one exists,

the other two also exist. This fact,1n turn, Lrnplies that cl. and Y, are

positive, or více versa. Thus elther one of the three types of continued

fractlon expansions may be used as the Hurr¿ltz test.

End of Proof

It is ¡¡orth notlng that Cauer flrst forro has been used in

t(p2) /n,@2) given by (4.5). rn this respect, one can eastly

certain h(s), the saue kinds and numbers of couple and quad
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T
"TT(o)

lT-r lTl
(c)

Fíg. 4.2

(b)

Three Canonic realízations
(a) Cauer - first tyPe
(b) Cauer - second tYPe
(c) Mixed - Cauer tYPe

of ô(s) = z"a(s)
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8s

developamofl8theexpansioncoeffÍcientsiftheexpansionformgivenby

either (4.7) or (4.9) is used

However, the mixed form of (4.7) is proposed because the number of in-

version cycles of the continued fraction expansion in the algorithm is re-

duced approximately to one half of the number of inversion cycles assocí-

ated wíth eiËher the expansion (4.8) or (4.9). As a consequence' the

heavy labor Ís considerably nitigated. The following example illustrates

the above facL.

4.4.L lll-ustrative ExamPle

4 .4 .L.1- Exarnple 4 .4: Even-erdered polynomial

h(s) = 6 "6 
+ 6 "5 

+ 23 s4 + 14 s3 + 22 s2 * 6 s * 6

6"6+23s4+22s2+6
ç(s/ =

6s-+14s-*6s

-1+S

i) proposed method

Carry ouË the continued fraction expansion on 0(s) accordÍng Ëo

(4.7)

6s) 6s6

6"6

6"5 + r4s3 + +

+

l!
23s'

It
14s'

+

+
2+6
2+6 2s

+

+

))c

6"2

2+6

gt4
It

6s'
16s

14s
_1

*3s '

3r4 + 2"2 ¡6s5 + t4s

6"5 + 4=3

3*6"

1os3

9"3

*6s
*6s -,13s*2s-

);J;;J
3t4 + zt2

0

therefore h(s) is Hurwitz.(g1, o2,03, o4, o5, o6) = (1, 1, 2,3, 3'2) and
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ii) conventional method:

6"5 + 14s3 + 6s)6s6 + z3s4 + 22s2 + 6

6=6+r4t4+6s2
2;s
J

gr4+t6s2+6 )6s5+14s3+6s
6"5 +$3 * +"

27
10"

10_T3 * z" )9s4 + t6s

e"a+S
2+6
2

53---:É
5

2+6

53-:-- s
5

2*ø

50
15g "
)f"3*2"
10 3 300
t" *159" 2809

-ê
30

.s3 2)1 " +b
532
-c5

6

,}) and tr(s) is

6

-e
53"

I
53"

.-)sg "
6

-c
53"

(ß1, ß2, ß3, 84, ß5, ßU, ) = Q, 3, #, #,
Hurwítz.

2809
30'

It is worth noting that for odd-ordered polynomíals, one has to
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test then proceedcarry out

according

the first cycle

to Ëhe proposed

according

test.



ChaPter V

NEI.T APPLICATIONS OF ÎlHE CONTINUED FR.ACTION METHOD TO TÍIE

DISCRETE SYSTEMS

5.I INTRODUCTION

one of the main problems 1n the study of dÍscrete systems is the de-

ternination of stabllity [38]. The problern reduces to obtainlng the

necessary and sufficienÈ conditions for the roots of D(z) (discrete sys-

tem characteristic equation) Èo lie inside the unfÈ circle in Ëhe z'

plane [82]. In this respect, the continued fraction nethod has recenÈly

been used in testing stabllity [16, 461 83]' The ldea is to carry out

the continued fraction expansion on a certaÍn test function' In [16]t

the Èest functlon is the billnear equivalent of a reactance function

whereas the test function in t83] is the lossless-discrete-integrator

tl3l (LDI) equivalenr of a reactance functlon. In [46] ' the test func-

tion is the raÈio of the Èwo polynonlals zn o(z-l) and D(z), where n is

the order of o(z). This ratlo has been used earlÍer by Jury t38l in

testing stability by the ttdivision method". His nethod, however, does

not employ the continued fractions'

In this chapter, several addÍtional

tinued fractionsr are presented. It ls

acter of continued fractlons may lead

compare favorably with Jury's comnonly

stability tests based on the con-

shown that the algorfthmic char-

to sínple stabilitY tests thaÈ

used tabular form [39' 84].
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Ìforeover, the application of continued fracÈions to billnear trans-

formaÈion of polynonials is lntroduced. The transformation ls a funda-

menral srep in designing dfgttal [30-31r 85] or sampled-data [11] fil-

ters.

5.2 A SÏMPLIFIED STAsILIT:-TSSI E-03 DISCRETE SYSTEMS USING A NEW Z-

OOII¡,TN COUUNUED FRACTION I{ETITOD

Recently schüssl-er [86] has explored some interesting properties of a

polynonial D(z), where D(z) is the denominator of the Èransfer function

of a stable discrete sYStem.

Let D(z) be a polynonial with real coefficients of degree n given by

¡ polynoníal decornposiÈion D(z) = Fl(z) + fr(z)

and odd decomposition of a llurwitz polynomialt in

has been developed [86] where for D(z) of degree n'

given by

(s .1)

similar to the even

the continuous caset

f.(z) and F^(z) are
I¿

(s.2>

(s.3)

and antímirror inage polynomials'

n
çlD\z) = L .^,

m=0

Fr(z)

T r(z)

I
2

I
2

- -'ltD(z) + z" D(z -)l

- _1

tD(z) - "" D(z -)J

Fr(z) and Fr(z) are mirror inage

respectivelY.

It has been stated [86]

ficient conditlons for the

a) The zeros of Fr(z) and

that the foJ-lowing are the necessary and suf-

zeros of D( z) to be within the unit cfrcle'

lr(z) are located on the unit circLe

b) They are sfrnPle; and



c) They seParate each other
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(s .4)

one can see thaÈ the properties of rr(z) and tr?) indicated by

(5.4)6 are closely related to equfvalent ones of even and odd parts of a

denoninator polynomial of a stable contlnuous system. These properties

have been utilized t16l Èo develop stability tests using the continued

fractíon expanslon in the z-domain. It has been shown t16] that the

followingexpansionisalwaysposslbleiffD(z)hasallftszerosinside

the unlt circle:

F. (z)
Qo(z) =fu=Kor(z)

K, f(z) +

(s. s)

where f(z) is defined by the z-domain bilinear

cal, that is

f (z) or t/f(z) = #
(s .6)

and K,(i = O, 1, ... , n-1) are real and positive. In fact, the func.

tion Qo(z) fs the bilinear discrete equlvalent of a reactance function'

The expansion given by (5.5) is the equivalent continued fracEion

(Cauer) form of a reactlve network, or the Hurwitz test for stability of

a continuous system. As pofnted out earlier, in chapter III, the di-

vide-and-invert operations associated with the standard Cauer-type ex-

panslons are Ëedious and laborious. Likewise, the expansion given by

function or its reciPro-

6 R.""rrÈly [87], it has been shown that eonditlons (5.4) are necessary

and sufficlent for the zeros to be either all ínside or all 0utside

the uniÈ circle. For the zeros to be all inside the unit circle, the

additional condition ¡ cO/crrlcl must be satisfied'

K.fQ)n-I



(5.5) involves drudgerY and is

sider the ith inversion cYcle

L) / (z-T)

*, = lli t# .ör(z)J

0r(z) =Ki*r+0r*r(z)

n
I c(z

rlo m

even more laborious.

of the expansion (5.5)
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To see that, con-

, for f(z) = (z +

i = 0, 1, ..., D-l

(5.7a)

(s.7b)

llaving obtained *rr0r*1(z) is obtained using (5.7b), then, the expansion

ls carried out on 1/0i*t(z), etc.

Equations (5.7a) and (5.7b) describe

inverslon cycle. Obviously, the total

equal to the order n. The operatÍon of

the sfmple substitution, z=I, of. (5.7a).

Next, a new z-domain continued fraction nethod is proposed in whÍch

the number of operatlons described by (5.7b) is reduced to D/2 for n

even and to (nfl)/Z tor n odd resulting in a considerable sinplification

in testing stability.

5.2.L fhe New Contlnued Fractlon Method

The new expansion nethod for testing stability is presented in the

followlng propositions :

Proposltion 1: For even n, the ,"r- "2-l is a factor of rr(z). The

proof follows directly fro¡n the deflnition of Fr(z). Note that

the operaÈions involved in one

ntmber of inversion cycles is

(5.7b) is tedious compared Èo

1
2

n-r. I- z" -') l"=t = Qn r(z)
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proposirion 2: Ir Ís always possible to expand 0O(z) = Fl(z)/FZQ)

of even degree n as:

Qo(z) =no #i * *o # + Qr(")

where,

(1)K0 and RO are real and Positive

(2) Ql(z) 1s of degree n-2 and has zeros ax z--!L'

The proof follows from the properties of QO(z) [16,86] and proposi-

tion 1.

The above leads to the following proposition:

proposÍtíon 3: The following expansion is always possible iff D(z),

of even degree n,has all its zeros inside the unit circle:

F. (z)
Óo(z) = 

ù- 
=

Rr #ï. *r #
z-7 . -- z*I

-¿u -
z*L' "n-2 z-L

2

"o#+Ko#i+ +

+
Rn-¿.T

where K. and R. are real

The following examPle

in testing stabllÍtY.

and positive.

shows Èhe sirnplÍfication

(s.8)

associated wlth (5.8)

5.2.1.1 ExanPle 5.1

Consider the 4th order polynomial D(z) given

D(z) = t6z4 + 24 z3 + I8 z2 * 6 z * L

by

Form the following discrete reactance test function
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0o (z)

Expand 0O(z)

r', (z )

-_1:u "0 z*l

lim .z*I.t-l

z-+-L L z-LJ

Lírm .z-L
z->I L z*L

Ira2
L7 z- t 30 z" * 36 z'* 30 z+ 77

t r(z)

according

0o (z) -r1+ Ko# + Qr(")

L5z4+LBz3-rBz-L5

to (5.8)

Ro=

Ko=

using (rxt-r)

0, (z) =

0o(z)J

0o(z) l

"2-L

5
24

65
96

(Ex1-1)

(Exl-2 )

119
32 15 z2

ö=nrfi+r,
lÍm -z*Lt-nL - z*-L Lz-I

1iur.z-1v=l-
'tl z-+L L z*L

1-
o;(") I

1.
o;Gtr

*182*15

z*I
z-L

96
119

384
119

The above example shows that the new stability test fnvolves basically

the sinple substitutions z = tl or -1 r besides Èhe generation of the

second order function 0r(z). If 0O(z) is to be expanded in the form

(S.S), one needs Èo generate three functions Ôi*1(") according to

(5.7b). In this case the resulting Ki (i = 0, L,2, 3) are given by

(Ko, Kl , Kz, *3) = ,#, #, ffi, ffi).
The presented contlnued fraction expansion proceeds in terms of the bil-

lnear function (z-l)/(z+1) and its reciprocal, simultaneously. T.wo ex-

panslon coefficients are obtained in each cycle. It is worth noting

that for odd-ordered functions r one has to carry out the first cycle ac-

cording to (5.5) then proceed according to (5.8)'



Besídes other tests such

and the test given in t16l

vantage that the resulting

expansion coefficíents are

der n of D(z) being even or

the signs of the exPansion

the number of rooÈs of D(z)

Steffen [88] has derived

the expansion (5.5) rePorted

expansion (5.8) is develoPed
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as those presenËed in [38], the proposed test

are of interest. The latter tests have the ad-

stability constrafnÈs are sinple, vLz' Èhe n

real and positive, and independent on Ëhe or-

odd. l,foreover, ít is posstble that by using

coefficienÈs one can obtain infornation on

outside the unlt circle if unstable [16] '

an algorithm for testing stability based on

in [16]. An algorithu for inplenenting the

next.

5.2.2 An Algorithn for ImPlenenting

Define the rational function Qr(z)

the New ExPansion

recurslvely bY, assuming even n

--1
0r(z) = R. ;i + *, #. frft, í = o, 1' " " (n-2) 12

' Qr(z) J

ö. (z) l.I

(s. e)

(s . ro)

(s .11)

where

R.=
l_

K.=
1

0. (z)
'l_

lirn .z*t
z+-L Lz¡

lim .z-I
z-+L L zll

P.(z)
l-

= 
EG'

P.(z) = :!: nÍ') z Q,(z) = :!: {""*and

J - .¿L.where
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If one uses the substiËution (5.11) in (5.9), brings the rÍght side

of the resulting equation to a common denominator, and recalls Ëhat P.(z)

and Qr(z) are polynomials with no corunon factors he then obÈains (by

equating denominators)
Q. (z)

P.,-(z)- r'

r--r--L 2 ,z-r

and

Pr(z) - [(R, + Kr) z2 + 2 (K, - Rr) z + (R, + Kr)] Pr*r(z)
2-z-I

Qr*r(z) =

where according to (5.10), R. and K. are calculated as follows:

1 P. (+1)
= 4 P, ,;GitI-TI

division by ,2-1. This

l,et A(z) and B(z) be

U=Ir2,

are determined bY

(s . 12)

(s. r3)

divisíon can be

polynonials with

(s. rs)

, P, (-1)
ñ -r 

l-Ri = ? q;¡cÐ and Ki

Equations (5.12) require the

done using Èhe following scheme.

rhe property B( z) = (r2-t) d,(z)

where

\*z
B(z) = I b.. ,U and

uro u

Knowing bU, one can deternnine

b 
zl,,

V

A(z) = I ",, "Þ (5.14)
U=0 t,

the coeffÍcients tU bY the formulas

U=0, 1,""
"2u=À

2
\
L

=p*1

V
2

V

2

.and 
v
2
1,

"zIt-L = 
¡=N+r 

o2À-1

Hence, the coefflclents of fr*t(z)

e:l
-(í+1) - 3 ,ti)*z^ 

r:fur
n-J a-T- -rtn=0r1,
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(i+r)
P2*-l

To evaluaËe

degree n-j by

the polynomials

m=Lr2,

Qr*r(z), define

n-i a

2-t
F
L

tr:rn+l

(i)
9z),-r

n-j _r"r 2 - (s .16)

n.*r(z) =P.(z) - t(Ri+K.) ,2 *2 (K. -R.) z+ (R. +Ki)l Pr*r(z)

(s.17)

The coefficients tr(i+t) of R.*r(z) are gíven by

'l:i" =':11 -'11i1ì' (Ri + K')

-(i+1) = -(i)I.1 Vn-J -J - n-J -r

r(i+l) = o(i) _
m ^m

(í+1) (i)tl =Pl

(i+1) (i)to =Po

Àpplying (5.15) to
(i+r¡

c.
'm

One can summarize the algorithn in the following steps: AssumíngP.(z)

and Q. (z) to be knor^¡n for a fixed value of Í:

1. Determine the polynomíal e.*t(z) using (5'16)'

2. Compute the constants R. and K. using (5.13). Note that R. > 0

and K. >0 for stabilitY.
l-

- r'Í1i1]

r (nÍi;l)

the polynomials R.*r(z) of

. 2 (Ki - *,.) . rÍll1à (Ri + Ki) l

* oÍt*t ). (Ri + K.)*nÍlTt). z(Ki-Ri)l

m= 21 3, ... rL-i-z

l'j-Ll \
z(Ki R.) + nì''-' . (Ri + Ki) l

(R. + K.) (5.18)

. (í+1)
tPo

(i+l)
po

the coefficients tr(i+t) ' one gets the coefficients

Evaluate the PolYnomial n.*r(z)

Perform the division of nr*t(z)

coeffícients of Qr*r(z).

using
)

bv (z-

the formulas (5.18)

-1) using (5.15) to

Fig. 5.1 shows Èhe flovr diagram of computation

get Ëhe
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P,*,(z)Q, (z)

Q¡*¡ (zR¡*,( zP¡ (z)

Fig. 5.1 Flow díagram for the calculatíon of
e.*r(z) and Qi+tG) of (5.12)
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5.2.2.1 ExanPle 5.2

Consider the 4th order polynonial D(z) of Exarnple 5.1. 
'n: 

conputa-

tlons are sulnmarlzed as shown in Table 5'l'

one may notlce that the new algorithm is twlce as fast as steffen's

algorithn[88]fnthesensethatoneisabletogettwoexPansÍoncoef.

flcients instead of one coefficient in each computaÈion cycle' For

odd-orderedfunctions,however'onehast'ocarryoutthefirstcomput'a-

tioncycleaccordingtosteffen,salgorithmthenproceedaccordingto

the new algorithn.

Thenervalgorithncanbefurthersinpllfiedusingthepropertiesof

p.(z) and Qr(z) being mirror image and anÈimirror fmage polynornials re-

spectively. Also, one can easily 
"hoo'7 

that the polynomial R,(z) de-

fined by (5.17) is a mirror irnage polynonial' Consequently' in the

aboveexampleoneactuallyneedstocomputeonlytheentrieslndfcated

ÍnthedottedlinesínTable5.1.InÈhisrespect'itisworËhnoting

thatsteffen,salgorithn[88]canbesinplifiedinthesamemanner.

In terms of the required number of operations, the new algorithm com-

Paresfavorablywiththecommonlyusedtableforn[39,84]oftesting

stability. In the above example one may notice that rnultlplication is

neededonlylnobtalnfngthecoefficl-entsofthepolynornÍalR,(z)lndi-

cated 1n the dotted lines. The total ntmber of nultlplÍcatlons and ad-

dit,ions is found to be 5 and 20, respectively. using the sirnplified ta-

ble form of stabillty t39l one ¡¡ould need l0 rnultiplicatl-ons and 20

- additlons. one can show that uslng a sfunplified version of SÈeffen's



Table 5.1 Computations of K' and R' in Example 5'2

Po(z)

Qo(z)

q (z)

R,(z )

Q, (z )

5
24

z4

i_l__gA-_a6j 30 tT

23

ils- - Iel

96
ir5

22

P.(z)

zt

o -18 -15

zo

'-----L!9- 19

- ll-9! n_av

p (+t)

1

.! 15

-Ue
32

l19
-æ.

il9
32

584
il9
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algorithn the required number of Dultiplications and additions is 7 and

28, respectively. In thls respecÈ, it is important to Point out that

the reduction ln the nrnber of computation cycles, due to the new algor-

ithm, to one half does not necessarily mean a símilar reductlon in the

number of rnulttplications and additions. However, saving ln computa-

tÍons using the ne\Á7 algorithro becomes more aPparent for higher order

polynomÍals.

5.3 oTHER Z-DOMATN COìTINUEU FRACTTON EXPANSToNS

The discrete reactance function Ög(z) = Fr(z) /fr(z), developed by

Schüssler [86], is the bilinear-transforroed írnage of a conti'nuous reac-

Ëance function. Methods [16, 89-90] of expanding Schüssler's reactance

function into continued fractÍons have been presented' The expansíon

(5.5) t16l proceeds in Èerms of the bilinear functlon (z-I)/(z+1) (or

its recfprocal), whereas the expansion (5'8) t89-901 proceeds in terms

of the bilinear function and its reciprocal, simultaneously'

Recently, Davis I83l has presenÈed another discrete reactance func-

tion and a continued fraction nethod of expanding it in Èerms of the

well known [91] backward difference, I-r-L, and forward difference, z-1,

functlons on an alternating basis. Davis's reactance function fs relat-

ed to the continuous counterpart by the lossless-Discrete-Integrator

(LDI) s to z transformation that has been introduced by Bruton t13] in

L97 5.

Schüssler's reactance functlon ls roodified here so thaE lt can be ex-

panded Lnto contLnued fractions that proceed in terms of either the

backr¡ard dLfference or the forward difference transform' The nodifica-
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tion is achieved by uslng the elementary synthetic divlsion Í92-931

whÍch has also been recognized [19] as an applicaË1on of Euclid's algor-

lthln. The application of the new expanslon methods to testing stabilíty

of discrete systems, in the z-domain exclusively, ls discussed.

5.3. I Expansl.ons
Transform

That Proceed in Terms of the Backward Difference

It has been shown t86l

tance functÍon Ó(s) by the

_-1

0o(z) = 0(s -)

Ouo(z) = O("-1)

thaÈ QO(z) is related to a contlnuous reac-

bilinear transformation, that Ís
F, (z)

-1 z1-7

z-L

One may be interested in obtaining the

lated to 0 (s) by the backward dÍfference

t r(z)
(s.1e)

discrete functÍon that is re-

(no) transform , t=+, i.e.

. .zil-= Q\"-) =

=þ(#)
tuot (")

= 6c) (s'20)

-1 z
z-I

In fact, þ(z/z-1) can be obtained by

mentary operatlons to. the denominator

þ(z+l/z-l). The operations are:

1. Shifting the zeros by a real constant

2. Scaling the nagnl-tude of t.he zeros.

The procedure is as follows:

þ(#) #{þ þ (h) trF þ (h)

It has been shown [86] that for the stabl_e

by (5.2) and (5.3), respecrively, have sÍmp1e

unit circle.

applyíng a sequence of two ele-

and numeraÈor polynomials of

= 0ro(z) (5.2r)

case Fr(z) and tr(z), given

alternating zeros on the
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The operations descrfbed by (5.21) sirnply nap the zeros of fr(z) and

Fr(z) from the unit circle into the shaded circle as shor.m in FÍg.5.2

w'Ith the zeros aÈ z=*1 and z=-1 rnapped lnto z=*l and z=0, respectively.

The resulting polynonials are fuor(z) and r"rr(z) of (5.20). It is

worth noÈing that 0r'(z) is not a discrete reactance function t94l be-

cause of the fact that its poles and zeros do not alternate on the unit

circle. For example z/(z-L) is not a discrete reactance function al-

though it is " Önt(") function.

The operatl-ons (5.21) are best illustrated by an example.

5.3.1.1 Exanple 5.3

Consider the 3rd order polynonial D(z) given by

D(z)=2'3+2'2+'

F"(z)
0o(z) = r

an
2z'+32'+32*2
2"3+12-r-z

Shift zeros of both Fr(z) anð' fr(z)

elementary synthetic division [92]. For

This is done using thebv -1.

Fr(z):
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lmoge of the

L-H s -Plone

Fig. 5.2 ProPerties of Quo(z)
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-1

-2

Thus,

EL(h)=2"3-3'2 13zt

Now scale the magnitude of the zeros by 2. This is done by rnultiply-

ing the coefficients of ,O' "I' 22'--- etc, by 20' 2L' 22' --- etct re-

specÈivelY. Hencet

2332

-2 -1 -2

2

1

2L

-2

2

þ

tuot (")

The above

Note thaÈ the

[93]. Q uo(z)

=B13-6r2]-32.

two operations are repeated on fr(z) to obtain FUOr(z)'

syntheüic division does not require any multiplications

is glven bY

B13-612+3"
ôuo(z) =

B ,3 -roz2 * 3 z -7

The propert,ies of FnnI(z) and ruor(z)

propertles of Fr(z) and fr(z) using the

For instancer one can show that:

can noll be established fron the

napping illusÈrated in Fig. 5'2'

l. The tem z(z-l) is a factor of FrOZ(z) for even order n'
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Z. The terms z a¡d z-I are factors of FUOr(z) and FUOr(z), respec-

tlvely, for odd-ordered pol-ynoruials'

Accordingly, continued fraction expansions can be derived by succes-

sive removal of poles at. z=0 ot z=I or in a mixed fashion by removing

the poles at z=0 and z=L, sirnultaneously. In other words, the following

conti-nued fracÈion expansions are proposed if D(z) has all its zeros j-n-

side the unit circle:

a) ôuo(z) = xo f1 +

xrfl*
(s.22)

K'-t *

where. K, (i=1,, 2, ..., n-l) are

*o = lli t+ .ouo(z)J

b) Suo(z) or l/Qro(") = R0

real and positive. KO is given bY

(s. 23)

n- "-1 +
LZ

(5.24>

z-I

-+
z

where R, are real

R =1í-tz .
O z->0 'z-I

and positive.

ôro(z) J

Ris
o

given by

$.2s)
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c) Quo(z) =Ko**y.ozJ*
- -_1\;Í**ri=*

+
'n-2

2

and

z-z-I.............._4U-
z-L ' \-z z

2
(s ' 26)

R^ are deter-
Uwhere n Ís even, R. and K. are real and posi-tíve' K0

mined by (5.23) and (5.25) respectively'

5.3.1.2 ExamPle 5.4

Determíne the stability of the 3rd order polynomial of Example 5'3'

Using the results of Example 5'3, one has

ouo(z) = Ko# + 0uor(z)

lirn . z-l*o = ,li LT' ouo(z)l =

r r-, - 16 z(z-L)
Quottzr = -7;7;;

öuor_(r) is of even order. Proceed according to (5'26)

l--z-z-L
6#(Ð = KL;-L + Rr l-

?'o

"r=ff
49,
16

_ 7r- 16'- _1j-
^1 - z*o

1.
o,-6r

.z I ,Lz-L' OBDt(ãi

-z-lt;

D(z) Ís a characteristic polynomial of a stable system'



ever, this is at the expense of obtainlng ouo(z) fronQo(z), which in-

volves basically the performance of two elementary synthetic divisions

that require onlY additions.

Itis!'orthnotingthatDavies[92]hasusedthesyntheticdivisions

in Ëhe bíIinear transfonoation of polynomials. Using his results' one

may suggest a stability test for the polynornial l(z) by using the syn-

thetic dívislon ín the z-domain to obtain the continuous counterpart

o(s).HurwitztestÍsthenappliedontheevenandoddpartsofD(s).

For discrete systems, however, it is desirable to have stability tests

usl-ng nethods 1n the z-domain exclusively t86]. In thls respect' one

can see that testing stability as shovm in the above exauple is done by

perforrning a conbination of syntheÈic divisions and continued fractions

carried out in the z-donain exclusively'

Note that the expansions (5'22) and

(5.5). Also, the expansion (5'26) is
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(5.24) are slmPler than that of

sirnpler than that of (5.8). How-

5.3.2 ExÞansions That
Transforn

A discrete function that is related to the continuous reactance func-

tion by the forward difference (¡'o) transform can be developed as fol-

lows:

0o(z) ---+ quo(z) = Q (ft) z-+r/z > o (#)

scale,1rshl
b q \r+z) JTÞ o (;) = o*(z)

Proceed 1n Terms of the Forward Difference

(5.27)

(5.27> naPs the unit

5.3. 0ro(z) is

rro, (z)
Qro(") = #õ

as shom in Fig.circle to the line given bY z=1

(s . 2B)
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z - plone

lmoge of L-H
s - plone

Fig. 5.3 Properties of Ôro(z)
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The polynomials tror(z) and troz(z) have slnple alternating zeros 1o-

cated at the line z=I. Contínued fraction expansions can now-be devel-

oped by studying the properÈies of Fror(z) and Fror(z). The following

expansions are proposed; if D(z) has all its zeros inside the unit cir-

cle.

') 0¡oG) = Ko;!+
*r**

1
1K ----n-I z-L

where, Kt(i=0r1¡...¡rr-l) are real and positive.

carrled out by the successive removal of poles

(s.29)

The above expansion

at z=I. K0 is gíven1s

by

b)

lirn -*o = 
"*i 

lz-L ' Oro(z)J

0ro(z) or 1/Sro(z) = Ro(z-1) +
Rr(z-1) +

(s .31)

1

R . (z-1)
n-I

where R, are real and positive. The expansion is carried out by the
t-

successive removal of poles at fnfinity. RO is given by

(s.30)

*o = llî r* ' oro(z)J (s.32)
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c) 0ro(z) =*o*+no(z-1)
*r*+Rl(z-l)+

,t

-*+ n ^ 
(z-1)

z-L Ít-¿
2

(s.33)

srhere n is even, K. and R. are real and positive'

The above expansions are sinpler than the backward-difference-based

expansions at the expense of extra synthetic divlsions as evidenced by

(5.27).

5.4 BILINEAR TRANSFORMATION OF POLYNOMIALS

A bilinear transformation of the variable in a polynomial arises in

several situaÈions Ín the theory of discrete systems. For instance, it

Ís a fundamental step in designing digital or sanpled-data system via a

specified continuous system function [11, 30-31, 85]. In this respect,
n

the operation is the conversl-on of the polynornial n(s) = I br. "t to
nri=0

the polynonial l(z)= I "* z'r erhere s = (z-l)/(z+1). Closed forms for
i=0 ¡

an in tenns of bn have been given t38]. These forns involve unwieldly

and complicated algebraic manipulatíon [95]. To avoid drudgery, differ-

ent computation methods have been reported by nany authors [92, 95-100].

power t95-961 and Flelder [97] have presented a matrix rûethod to obtain

the coefficients of D(z). The rnethod has been simplified by Jury [99].

Moreover¡ Jury and Chan tl00l have given a comprehensive discussfon of

the matrix ¡neÈhod. A sirnpler nethod has been descríbed by Davies 1921.

His nethod involves combination of elementary operaÈions rshich involve

basically successive application of synthetic divislons t93].

+

þ
2



overlooked.

A new nethod based on continued fractions 1s proposed here. unlike

the existing methods, the new method systematizes the computations and

avoids the need to remember or to calculate, for instance, the appropri-

ate Q-EaÈrix as in [99]. It also appears to be at least as slmple as

the nethod described by Davies tgzl. Two basic operations are involved,

ví2. a continued fraction expansion in the s-domain and a continued

fraction inversion in the z-domain.

5.4.I The New Method

Gíven a polynonial D(s) = !f(s) + tl(s), where M(s) and N(s) are the

even and odd parts of D(s), respectively. Form a contlnuous reactance

function 0 (s) = U(s)/N(s) or N(s)/M(s) and carry out the lluruitz test

on 6(s), that ls tSIl

-1Q(s)=Kos-+

Although the abovementioned methods

than direct substitution, it should not

only alternatives; other efficient and

-'lKrs'+

r11

involve much less comPutation

be assumed that these are Èhe

sirople methods should not be

(s.34)

0O(z), according to (5.19).

obtained in (5.34), one can

+
-1K-sn-I

0(s) is related to the discrete counterpart'

Hence, uslng the set of real constanÈs {Kf}

write the following expression for 0O(z)



The renaining Problen

yield the PolYnomials

ziL
z-L KL#+

+

is the sínPlification

Fr(z) and Fr(z). l(z)

Y r(z)

TT2

' (s.3s)

1

-- 
"+It7Àf].-L z-I

of the above exPansion to

is Èhen writLen as

0<i(n

0o(z) =
r., (z)

La,

-:K

rr(z) ^'0

D(z) = Fr(z) + (s.36)

5.4.2 An Al-gorithn f or Inplernenting
Inversion

It ls worth not,ing that the new method makes use of the already

avallable algorithms [70] of inplementing the continued fraction expan-

sion (5.34). Next, an algorithm for inverÈing the expansion (5'35) is

developed.

of (5.35) are defined recursively by

(s.37)

i = 0, Lr 2r ...r rl

(s .38)

the z-dornain Continued Fraction

The dÍvide-and-invert cYcles

0r(z)=*r-r#.d'-'
whereS

P. (z)
Ot(z) = Oþ'

and

P.(z)
a

rsith

lo(z) =

Using (5.37) 
'

Qr(z) =

'lo 
{"ti_[-L

V=0

(í) ..Pv 
"u

Qr(z) =

1

it is

(z-L)

Qo(z) = 0

seen that

P._r(z)

11(q)

FzQ)
8"oa" that in this case our will turn ouË to be Qrr(z)

(s.3e)



Define the polynomials n'(z) as follows

R- (z) = (z-L) Qr-t(z)
l-

Then,

P. (z) = R. (z) * Krr-i(z+1) r.-r(z)

Equatlons (5.39) and (5'40) require

can be done using Èhe following scheme'

a1s with the ProPertY

B(z) = (z-L) 
^(z)

where

m+1

=Tbzvand
ulo u

the coefficients "U' 
one

"_l="+l=0)
a--au-r u

the rnultiPlication

let A(z) and B(z)

0<i<n

113

(s .40)

(s .41)

by z'I. This

be polynomi-

B (z)

Knowing

(Note that

þ=
u

A(z) = I
il=0

can deterrnine

uaz'
u

b bv the formula
u

Therefore, the coefficients of Qr(z) and Rr(z) are deterrnined respec-

tivelY bY

(i-1)
P¡

í-1
q.

Pr(z) of (5.41)

(i-1)
K oì -n-l ' l--I

lì = 0, l, ..., m* I

À = 0, l, ..., i

are obtained as follows

(i-r)
PÀ-r

(i-r)
qr -r

(s.42)

(s .43)

The coefflcfents of

^(i) = -(i) +Pi - r''



* d1;') r v= 1, 2,

tr4

i-l (s.44)(í)
Pv

oát)

(í)
ß.v

'át)

*r,-,- t{t-t)

*r,-, nát-t)

For i=n, construct 0rr(z) as follows

' \ 
r"(z) r'(z)

en(z/=q¡,¡=rp
Now, D(z) is obtained as Fr(z) + tr(z).

for the calculaÈion of the polynomials

is best illustrated bY an examPle.

(s .4s)

Fíg. 5.4 shows Èhe flow diagralo

Yr(z) and Q.(z). The algorithm

5.4.3 Example 5.5

Consider Ëhe 3rd

D(s)=2"3+

order polynornial

6 t2 + 14 s + to =

t.est as follows

5-1
7"

z(s3 + 3 s2 *7s + 5)

Carry out the llurwitz

s+3s2
Q(s) =-

7s*s- 49 -1
16" +

transformation s=(z-l)/(z+L) on0(s). 0rr(z) ís

z*I I
-+
z-L' L6z+7

1 "-L

1

16 -r.jt

Apply the bilinear

expressed by

or, ( z) ziI
,-l -

5
7

49
L6
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Q,(z)P,_,(z )

P¡ (z)R¡(z)

Fig. 5 .4 Flow diagram for the calculation of
p-(z) and Q.(z) of (5.39) and (5.41)
rêspectively
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illustraÈed in Ta-The procedure of

ble 5.2. From Table

Ínvertíng the above exPansion is

5.2, one has

2"3+312+32r2:_
22"+z'-z-2

F, (z)
0rr(z) =fu

and D(z) is given bY

D(z) = 4 "3 
+ 4 12 + 2 z = 2 (2 z3 + 2 z2 +z).

The algorithn for contlnued fraction inversion can be sinplified by

use of the property thaÈ P.(z) and Qr(z) are mirror image and antimirror

iloage polynomials, respectlvely. Also, one can easily show ÈhaË the

polynonials Rr(z) are mirror image polynomials. Finally, it is inpor-

tant to poinÈ out that an alternative rnethod can be established by ex-

panding Q(s) in a mixed cauer form [81]. In this case, an algorithm

for ftnpleroenting a continued fraction lnversion for the expansion (5'8)

is needed. The algorithn can be derived in the light of the algorithn

described above.
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Table 5.2 CompuÈation of P. (z) and Q. (z) in Example 5'5

72 7t 7073 Kn- i I

Qe(z)
Ps(z)

o
I

o

Q¡ (z )

R¡ ( z )

P¡ (z)

t-loo
16 16

77
t67

I

Qz(z )

R2(z)
P2(zl

16^16
7\.,7t-2 I

8 t2 I 49
l6

2

Q3(z)
R3(z)
P3(z)

8 4 -4 -8rE -ls. -l€. l€.7777
812t28 5.

7

3



Chapter VI

. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS

The use of continued fraction expansions in realízíng digital trans-

fer functions, in one and trvo dimenslons, f.s studied. Several new can-

onLc ladder structures are developed and their realizability condítions

are dlscussed. The structures are based on the application of a mixture

of Cauer first and Cauer second continued fractlon expansions. As a

consequence, three new mixed Cauer forms are proposed tt01]. It is

shown that the resulting structures are general in the sense that pub-

ltshed ladder reallzaÈlons [15,41-43] are specíal cases of the Present-

ed realizatf.ons. Furthermore, the new strucËures are shown to comPare

favorably with those of [15, 41-43] as far as the range of values of

rnultipliers is concerned. Unlike some of the existing realizations [15'

41], the new realizations avoid Èhe presence of delay-free loops; hence

they are inplementable ln the discrete z-domain. A1so, it is pointed

out that they can be implenent.ed in Èhe continuous s-domain.

The approach used in obtaining the nelr structures ls the one-steP

procedure [101] in which the continued fraction expansion is directly

carried ouÈ on the transfer fr:¡rction realizing the poles and zero simul-

taneously. A problen with this approach is the fact that each realiza-

È1on has lts correspondlng realizability conditions which must be met in

order to complete the synthesls procedure. Generally such condltions

lirnit the synthesls procedure to certain classes of transfer functions.

- 118 -



It is pointed out that

a parÈicular exPansion

function coefficlents

pansion constraints.

119

a useful design technique night be to assure that

formisdesiredandthentoevaluaÈethgtransfer

to meet other design eriteria subjecÈ to Èhe ex-

Another approaeh reported in the literature [44-45] ís the two-step

procedure ln which the transfer function denominator is realízed in the

ladder form via the applicaËion of a Hurwitz-type expansion. The numer-

aÈor is then realized as a linear co¡obination of internal variables in

the ladder. This approach fs also lirnited to certain classes of Ërans-

fer functions 1441. A useful topic for future research is to find a

synthesls procedure which lessens the severity of realizability con-

straints and eventually leads to a synthesis nethod that is amenable to

general stable transfer functlons. It is the author's conjecture that a

more sophisticated use of Davis's [83] continued fraction expansion, in-

stead of Hurwit.z expansion, in realizing the transfer function denomina-

tor would be a necessity. The continued fracË|on expanslons introduced

in Chapter V, that proceed in terms of the backward difference or the

forward dífference transform, can also be used t94]. The elements of

the resultíng ladder structures would be the discreÈe forward difference

and/or the discrete backward difference integrators.

In a broad sense, the t!üo-step procedure is analogous to thaÈ used in

synthesls of singly-terminated reactive tqlo-PorËs. A method for realiz-

ing digital transfer functions using doubly-terninated Èwo-pairs has

been reported [40]. The nethod [40] does not apPly continued fractions'

An interesting research toplc is to develop a continued fraction ver-

sion, of the nethod in [40], whfch would eventually be the counterpart
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of the well-known t81 synthesis procedure of doubly-terminated reactive

two-ports

A recurisve fornula for the elements of the first column of Routh's

ar ay is presented. Íhe use of this for¡nula elininates the need of con-

structlngthewholearray -72].Consequently,explicitexpressfonsfor

cauer-type (First, second and mixed) and stieltjes-type expansion coef-

ficients are systematically generated and tabulated' It ls shown that

these expressions are used efficiently ln funplementing both continued

fractlon expansion and inversion vl-a solutlon of sinple algebralc eqrE-

tions. The expressions rePresent the cyclic nature of continued frac-

tions and provÍ.de lnsight into the expansion process' Therefore, they

can be used fn checking the existence of a certain expansíon while at

the same tfune the expansion coefficients are determined '

The continued fraction method ís exclusively used ín performing a

proposed generalized test for Hurwitz polynonials. The basic operation

involved is the execution of t!üo continued fraction expansions' The

generalized Eest provides further information regarding the roots' loca-

tion and nultipl-icity. A sinple aperlodicity test is obtained, as a

speclal case of the gener aIlzed test r in which the operation involved is

the execution of only one contlnued fraction expansion' Moreover a fast

Hurwitz test 1s proposed in which the nixed cauer forn is used' It is

demonstrated that the test fs faster than the conventional Hurwitz test

. which uses Cauer first form.

A new z-domain continued

crete reactance function fs

the discrete counterPart of

fraction expansion of Schüssler's [86] dis-

presented. fhe expansl-on is considered as

the fast l{urwitz test t8l]. The new expan-
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sion leads to a sinplified algorithn for testing stabillty of diserete

systems. The algorithm is shown to comPare favorably with Jury's [39]

tabular forn. It is worÈh notlng that the algoríthn in question can be

looked upon as the dlscrete counterpart of the genera\lzed Routh's al-

gorithn developed by shieh and Goldrnan [48] for mixed cauer form' other

z-donaín continued fraction expansions, that proceed in terms of either

the backrsard difference or the forward difference transform' are pro-

posed.fheirapplicationintestingStabilityisalsodiscussed.

The application of continued fractlons to bilinear transformation of

polynonials 1s introduced. The basic operations ínvolved are conËlnued

fractfon expansion in Èhe s-domain and continued fraction inversion Ín

the z-domaln.

Most of the naterial developed in chaprers IV and v have been formu-

lated by Jury [47] in terms of the noÈion of inners of a square rnatrix'

rt ls believed that Jury's work 1471, [38' ch. 3], can be formulated in

Ëerms of continued fractions. In particular, modern system theory in-

creasingly calls for the ínvestigatlon of the stability of polynomials

of rh7o 147, l02l and several 147r 1031 variables. It is to be hoped

that methods and algoríthrns sÍroilar in simplieity to those developed in

Chapters IV and V will be developed to facillÈate the stability test of

multivariable sYstems.



APPEND]X A

DERrvArroN oF (3.2) AND (3.7)

Let G(x) be expressed as

n-1

G(x) =
+ .... + "1**to

nxa x +an n-I
br, *o + brr_rxn-l * .... + b, x * ao

(A.1)

G(x) is expanded into Cauer first form as follovrs

G(x) = cl, *
cr2x+

o3*

(A.2) is obtained by performing

(A.2)

the following divíde -and-invert cycles:
cl-

L

brrxn+brr_r*t-1+. . . .*brx*bo *t-1+....*a, x*ao
nax*an n-l

"rr*"*oo-iþ*'-1+. . . urþ**uoþ

a
("r,-1-br,-., Þ *"-1* I t

n

a^
,,-z-br,-ä#) *n-'+ '

n

a
("r,-l-b'-rþ*"-t*. . . .

n

o2*

brrxn+brr_r*t-1+. . . .*brx*bo

b xnlc,^ (a ^-bn z t1-¿

an. n-I.
n-'z'-)* +.. . .

n

f-
a.

lbr,_t*z ("r,_r-orr_'r#) I *t-t+. . . .
n

lb'-l*z ("rr-r-urr-þ I *t-1+. . .

CI,3

r
I
I
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It iS

urhere

seen that

d

n01 =b-
n

bnoz= trr-l-{1bn-1

"rr-1{lbrr-1o3 b'-142 (tn-2-olbrr-2 )

A. . (n)
l_-rGi = Ã.G)
l_

e. (n) = Aí_z(n-l) - oi-lAi-t(n-1) i = 2, 3, 4,

L23

(A.3)

(A.4)
with

AO(n) = a' and At(n) = bo

From equations (4.3), it is seen

A. (n). Hence [73], A. (n), i = 1, 2,

the first coluun of Routh's arraY.

Equatíons (4.3) can be rer¡ritten

the ratio of A._r(n) and

1, are the elements of

that o. is
l_

...' 2n*

as follows:

*1

oz=

o3=

a.
n

d

n
o1

a
n

o1o2

-1tbl
n

-1
[ "rr-1-olbrr-t]

' [brr-l* 2("n-24Lbrr-2) ] 
-1

olo2' . .q..r--l

given by

a
n' Alct

l-

(A.4) .

0.
t-

r¡here A. (n) is
l_
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